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Ultrahigh-energy cosmic rays and stable H dibaryon
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It is shown that an instanton-induced interaction between quarks pro-
duces a very deeply boundH dibaryon with mass below 2MN , viz.,
MH51718 MeV. Therefore theH dibaryon is predicted to be a stable
particle. The reaction of photodisintegration of theH dibaryon to 2L in
the course of its motion in the cosmic microwave background will
result in a new possible cutoff in the cosmic-ray spectrum. This pro-
vides an explanation for the ultrahigh-energy cosmic ray events ob-
served above the GZK cutoff as being the result of the strong interac-
tion of high-energyH dibaryons from cosmic rays with nuclei in the
Earth’s atmosphere. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~99!00120-6#

PACS numbers: 14.20.Pt, 13.85.Tp, 98.70.Sa, 98.70.Vc

The cosmic microwave background~CMB! gives the Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmi
~GZK! cutoff on the possible energies of cosmic rays produced at extragal
distances.1 This cutoff is related to the threshold for pion production in proton~neutron!–
CMB scattering. However, recently some number of cosmic ray events above the
cutoff has been found.2 It turns out that this experimental result cannot be explain
within the Standard Model~SM!, and various explanations taking account of effe
beyond the SM have been suggested~see review3!.

In this letter we will argue for another possible explanation for ultrahigh-ene
cosmic ray~UHECR! events within the SM.

The arguments are based on consideration of the influence of a complicated str
of the QCD vacuum on the masses of the hadron states. These effects are connect
the existence of instantons — strong fluctuations of the gluon fields in the QCD vac
~see review4!. The main idea is to show the possibility of a deeply bounduuddss
H-dibaryon state5 in the instanton field.

This H dibaryon has vacuum quantum numbersJPC5011, T50, and therefore its
interaction with the vacuum can be very strong. An explicit analysis shows that
strong interaction is related to the very specific wave function of theH dibaryon, which
includes a large mixture of diquark configurations that interact strongly with instan
In a sense, the dynamics of theH particle is similar to the dynamics of thep meson. In
both cases the interaction with vacuum is very strong and leads to a large attr
4910021-3640/99/70(8)/4/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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between quarks. As a result, we have a massless~in the chiral limit! p meson and the
possibility of a small mass for theH dibaryon.

There have been many calculations of theH-dibaryon mass within different model
~see the discussion in Ref. 6!. Most of them predict the mass of the particle to be n
2ML , but only two of them took into account the instanton interaction between quar7,8

In Ref. 7 a rather deeply boundH-dibaryon state was obtained, with a massMH

52090 MeV. In the calculation some specific version of the bag model was used. I
version a very strong dependence of the confinement-force contribution to the h
masses on the number of quarks inside the hadron was used. As a result, the mas
H dibaryon was overestimated. In Ref. 8 it was argued that the three-body forces in
by instantons can lead to an unboundH dibaryon. We disagree with this conclusion. Th
estimate of Ref. 7 shows that only a tiny contribution of the three-quark interaction t
mass ofH (DM3'5 MeV) is possible. This suppression is due to the very small pr
ability of finding the three quarks simultaneously inside an instanton.

It is very important to take into account the instanton-induced interaction in diq
configurations inside a multiquark hadron state. Many years ago it was shown tha
for ordinary baryons this interaction plays a fundamental role in the mass splitting
tween different hadron multiplets.9,10 This is related to the instanton-induced strong
traction between quarks in the diquark configurationq2(3̄F,S50,3̄C). In the dibaryon
state, besides this configuration the mixture of diquarksq2(3̄F,S51,6C) can also lead to
a large decrease of the dibaryon mass. Furthermore, it was shown recently th
instanton-induced diquark configurations are also important in connection with the
sibility of having a color superconductivity of the quark–gluon matter.11

Let us calculate the instanton contribution to the mass of theH dibaryon. The
quark–quark t’Hooft interaction induced by instantons12 has the following structure in
flavor–color–spin space:

Linst5(
i . j

m i j S 11
l i

al j
a

32
~113sisj ! D , ~1!

where i , j 5u,d,s, and the coefficientsm i , j depend on the instanton density and qua
masses. It was shown within the instanton-liquid model of the QCD vacuum tha
strength of interaction~1! is enough to explain all of the spin–spin mass splittin
between different hadronic states~see Ref. 4!. Therefore one can consider the coefficien
m i j as parameters determined by the spin–spin mass splitting between baryon
Within the constituent quark model with an instanton-induced interaction, which
scribes the masses of the ground states of the octet and decuplet of baryons w
accuracy of a few MeV,10 the formula for the hadron mass is

Mhadron5NUU1NSS1DM inst, ~2!

whereNU andNS are the numbers of light and strange quarks in the hadron,U andSare
their constituent masses, andDM inst is the contribution of instantons. By using the wa
function of the baryons, one can show that for the baryon decuplet the instanton c
bution is zero and for the baryon octet it is9

DMN523a/2, DML52~a1b/2!, DMS5DJ523b/2, ~3!

where
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a53mu,dR00, b53mu(d),sR00, ~4!

andR00 is the radial matrix element of interaction~1!. The best values of the paramete
which provide a very good description of the baryon masses, are10

U5412.9 MeV, S5557.5 MeV, a5200.5 MeV, b5132.7 MeV. ~5!

To calculate the instanton contribution to theH-dibaryon mass, one must know th
decomposition of theH wave function

q65(
j

Cjqj
43qj

2 . ~6!

In this case the matrix element of the two-particle operatorR2 for the q6 state is

^q6uR2uq6&515(
j

Cj
2^q2uR2uq2&. ~7!

The decomposition has been obtained in Ref. 7, and in the basisSU3
F3SU2

S3SU3
C it is

given by the formula

uH~0F,0S,0C!&5A 1

10
q43q2~6F,0,6C!1A 3

10
@q43q2~ 3̄F,0,3̄C!

1q43q2~ 3̄F,1,6C!1q43q2~6F,1,3̄C!#. ~8!

By using ~8! and the well-known matrix elements of thel1l2 , sW 1sW 2 operators for the
different diquark states in~8!, one can easily calculate the instanton contribution to
mass of theH dibaryon:

DMH529~a12b!/4. ~9!

With the parameter values~5! the mass of theH dibaryon is

MH51718 MeV. ~10!

This mass is below 2MN51876 MeV, and therefore theH dibaryon should be astable
particle.

The experimental status of theH dibaryon is uncertain.13,14 For example, one of the
best results on theH-dibaryon properties is only an upper limit for theH production cross
section, obtained by the BNL E836 Collabobation14 in the mass intervalMH

51850– 2180 MeV, which lies above our prediction~10!.

The unique properties of theH particle should lead not only to some anomalies
the cross sections with strange particles~see the discussion in Ref. 14! but also to
fundamental cosmological consequences. One of these consequences is a natura
nation for the observed UHECR above the GZK cutoff, in terms of theH-particle com-
ponent in cosmic rays. TheH dibaryon has no electric charge and its spin is zero. T
means that the magnetic moment ofH is also zero. Therefore this particle should has
rather small cross section for interactions with the cosmic microwave background. TH
dibaryon is a deeply bound state of twoL. Therefore a significant part of its interactio
cross section with the CMB can originate from the reaction of photodisintegration toL.
The threshold for this reaction for a massMH51718 MeV is approximately 7
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31020eV. This threshold is above the GZK cutoff and is not inconsistent with
available experimental data.2 Therefore the existence of a stableH dibaryon may explain
the UHECR. All that is needed is some source of ultrahigh-energy cosmicH dibaryons.
One possible source of these cosmicH dibaryons could be their production by accele
ated protons in radio galaxies beyond the GZK radius. Another, much more intere
source of high-energy cosmicH dibaryons is the phase transition from nuclear
H-dibaryon matter inside a neutron star. In this case a very large mass difference be
two neutrons and anH dibaryon could lead to explosion of the neutron star and
production of ultrahigh-energy cosmicH dibaryons.

In summary, a stableH dibaryon is predicted. Its stability derives from a stro
attraction between quarks due to interaction with the QCD vacuum. It is shown
ultrahigh-energy cosmicH dibaryons give an explanation for the observed deviation fr
the GZK prediction.

The author is grateful to A. E. Dorokhov, S. B. Gerasimov, R. Jaffe, A. De Ro
T. Morii, and V. Vento for helpful discussions. My special thanks go to I. I. Tkach
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Generation of 10 15–1017 eV photons by ultrahigh-energy
cosmic rays in the Galactic magnetic field
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It is shown that the expected dip in the diffuse photon spectrum above
the threshold ofe1e2 pair production, i.e., at energies 101521017 eV,
may be absent due to the synchrotron radiation by the electron compo-
nent of the extragalactic ultrahigh-energy cosmic rays~UHE CRs! in
the Galactic magnetic field. The mechanism we propose requires small
(,2310212 G! extragalactic magnetic fields and a large photon frac-
tion in the UHE CRs. For a typical photon flux expected in top-down
scenarios of UHE CRs, the predicted flux in the region of the dip is
close to the existing experimental limit. The sensitivity of our mecha-
nism to the extragalactic magnetic field may be used to improve exist-
ing bounds on the latter by two orders of magnitude. ©1999 Ameri-
can Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00220-0#

PACS numbers: 98.70.Sa, 95.30.Cq, 98.35.Eg, 98.62.En

1. INTRODUCTION

The spectrum of diffuse photons is expected to have a dip of more than two o
of magnitude at energies 101521017 eV.1 This dip is similar in nature to the well-known
Greisen–Zatsepin–Kuzmin~GZK! cutoff2 and is caused by electron pair production
the cosmic microwave background,ggb→e1e2. The cross section of the latter proce
reaches its maximum of 0.3sT;0.2 barn near the threshold at 331014 eV and decrease
at higher energies~see, e.g., Ref. 3!. The attenuation length of photons in the region
the dip is of order 100 kpc, so the dip in the spectrum is a universal feature of mod
which high-energy photons have extragalactic origin. Indeed, the existence of the
confirmed by simulations in various models of ultrahigh-energy cosmic rays~UHE CRs!;
for a review see, e.g., Refs. 3 and 4. For instance, in the region of the dip the top-
models typically give the photon flux1! of order 1023 eV•cm22

•s21
•sr21, while at ul-

trahigh energies,E*1020 eV, the predicted flux is more than two orders of magnitu
larger and reaches a value of a few times 1021 eV•cm22s21sr21.

The spectrum of diffuse photons at energies above;1011 eV is known rather
poorly. Detection of the photons at the lower and upper boundaries of the dip
reported by the Tien-Shan air shower array and Yakutsk experiment. They claimed
g-ray intensity is at the level;100 eV•cm22

•s21
•sr21 at E>431014 eV,5 and 1

eV•cm22
•s21

•sr21 at E>1017 eV.6 In the region of the dip the bounds have be
4950021-3640/99/70(8)/7/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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obtained by EAS-TOP7 and CASA-MIA.8 At E;1016 eV the bound is of order;0.5
eV•cm22

•s21
•sr21, about two orders of magnitude higher than has been predicte

top-down models. At ultrahigh energies the photon flux can be as large as;1
eV•cm22

•s21
•sr21 if the observed UHE CR events are interpreted as photons~recent

results from AGASA9 suggest this possibility10!.

While experimentally the existence of the dip in the photon spectrum is an
question, theoretically the case is not closed either. Calculations of the spectrum
above do not take into account the possibility that high-energy photons can be gen
in our Galaxy by UHE electrons via synchrotron radiation in the Galactic magnetic fi
As we argue below, taking synchrotron emission into account may substantially alte
photon spectrum atE;101521017 eV, filling the dip and bringing the expected photo
flux close to the existing experimental limit.

The synchrotron mechanism requires a large flux of UHE electrons to hit the
lactic magnetic field. It has been recently pointed out11 that this condition is naturally
satisfied in the halo models of UHE CRs~these models attribute UHE CRs to decays
heavy relic particles clustered in the Galactic halo12!. Due to the fragmentation proces
the decay products of the superheavy particles contain a large fraction of UHE elec

In this paper we show that the UHE electrons necessary for the synchrotron m
nism to work can be of extragalactic origin, provided that the extragalactic mag
fields are small. We will see that, in fact, a large flux of UHE electrons is inheren
top-down models of UHE CR, so that the generation of high-energy photons by
synchrotron mechanism is a generic prediction of top-down scenarios and is not sp
to halo models of UHE CRs.

The key observation is that UHE photons propagate in the extragalactic space
cascade process, being converted to electrons and back with a small energy los
result, the flux of UHE photons is necessarily accompanied by the flux of UHE elect
At energies of order 102221023 eV and in the absence of extragalactic magnetic fie
the electron flux is at least as large, or even much larger, than the photon flux.2! While the
UHE photons reach the Earth and contribute to the observable flux of UHE CRs
UHE electrons emit synchrotron radiation in the Galactic magnetic field and transfer
energy to high-energy photons. As we will see below, the energy of the photons pro
lies in the region of the dip, and their flux is similar to that of UHE electrons~and, thus,
of UHE photons!. Hence, in the absence of extragalactic magnetic fields, a flux of U
photons at the level of;1 eV•cm22

•s21
•sr21 implies a flux of synchrotron photons a

the same level, which fills the dip in the photon spectrum. Since a large flux of U
photons is one of the signatures of the top-down mechanisms of UHE CRs, in the ab
of extragalactic magnetic fields these models generically predict no dip in the spectr
diffuse photons.

The mechanism we propose is sensitive to magnetic fields at distances up to 5
from our Galaxy. If no dip in the photon spectrum is observed and halo models are
out, the extragalactic magnetic field at these distances must be smaller than 2310212 G.
This is two orders of magnitude better than the existing bounds.13 Conversely, if a dip is
found and, at the same time, the UHE CRs have a large photon fraction, the extrag
magnetic field must be larger than 2310212 G.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we estimate the flux of UHE elec
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given the flux of UHE photons and zero extragalactic magnetic field. In Sec. 3
calculate the spectrum of synchrotron radiation in the Galactic magnetic field for inje
electrons of given energy. In Sec. 4 we estimate the effect of extragalactic mag
fields. Section 5 contains our conclusions.

2. THE FLUX OF UHE ELECTRONS

Our aim in this section is to show that in the energy range 102221023 eV the flux of
UHE photons is necessarily accompanied by a comparable or larger flux of UHE
trons, provided that there are no extragalactic magnetic fields. The argument is ba
the observation that at these energies, photon propagation is a cascade process~see, e.g.,
Ref. 4!, i.e., a propagating photon is converted to an electron and back with small e
loss. As this process is random, one should expect a certain ratio of photons and ele
far from the source.

The main reactions driving the cascade aree1e2 pair production~PP! on the radio
background,ggb→e1e2, double pair production~DPP!, ggb→e1e2e1e2, and the in-
verse Compton scattering~ICS!, egb→eg Ref. 3. Since double pair production dom
nates in the energy range of interest, one should expect to find more electrons
photons.

A simple estimate can be obtained if one neglects secondary particles and e
losses. In this~rather crude! approximation, PP and DPP lead to the conversion of p
tons to electrons at ratesaPP andaDPP , respectively, while ICS converts electrons ba
to photons at a rateb. The set of equations which describes the propagation of pho
and electrons reads

dng /dR52ang1bne , dne /dR5ang2bne , ~1!

whereR is the distance from the source,ng(R) andne(R) are the photon and electro
fractions at the distanceR, respectively, anda[aPP1aDPP . The solution to this system
is

ne /ng5@aeR(a1b)2C#/@beR(a1b)1C#,

whereC is an integration constant whose value is determined by the ratione /ng at R
50. Far from the source the value of this constant is irrelevant.

The observed fluxesFe,g are given by integrals over the space ofne,g multiplied by
the particle injection rate. To estimateFe /Fg we note that the integrals are dominated
large distances, where the ratione /ng is constant,ne /ng;a/b. Therefore,

Fe /Fg;a/b. ~2!

Both a and b depend on energy. AtE;1022 eV one hasa;231022 Mpc21, b;8
31023 Mpc21 ~Ref. 3!, and thus

Fe /Fg;2 at E51022 eV. ~3!

At higher energies the ratea is dominated by DPP process and tends to a constana
→831023 Mpc21, while the rateb rapidly falls off.3 At E;1023 eV, Eq. ~2! gives

Fe /Fg;10 at E51023 eV. ~4!
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In a more accurate estimate one should take into account the energy losses
leading particles and possible energy sharing in the leadinge1e2 pair in DPP. In this
approximation the result depends on the energy distribution of initial particles and o
energy dependence of the ratesaPP , aDPP , andb. We have performed such estimate b
dividing the energy interval 102121024 eV into 10 energy bands and solving numerica
the system of 20 coupled equations analogous to Eqs.~1!. We have found that the
corrections to Eqs.~3! and ~4! are small and do not alter our conclusions, unless
extragalactic magnetic field is nonzero~the latter case is considered in Sec. 4!.

3. SYNCHROTRON RADIATION IN THE GALACTIC MAGNETIC FIELD

Consider now the synchrotron radiation of UHE electrons in the Galactic mag
field. An ultrarelativistic particle of energyE moving in a magnetic fieldB emits radia-
tion at the characteristic frequency14

vc5
3AaB

2me
3

E256.731014S E

1020eV
D 2S B

1026 G
D eV. ~5!

The width of the frequency band is roughlydv;vc . As a result of this process, th
particle loses energy at the rate

dE/dx522a2B2E2/3m4. ~6!

Both equations are written for the case of particle momentum normal to the directi
the magnetic field. Generalization to other cases is straightforward.

Equation~5! implies that in the Galactic magnetic field,B;1026 G, electrons with
energyE;1020 eV radiate at the characteristic frequencyvc;1015 eV. This process is
the source of high-energy photons in the Galactic halo models of UHE CRs.11 Since the
Galactic magnetic field far from the Galactic center is smaller, the extragalactic elec
which we consider in this paper must have higher energy in order to produce synch
radiation in the same frequency range.

For the quantitative analysis of the synchrotron emission by the extragalactic
trons consider an UHE electron moving in a varying magnetic fieldB(x) perpendicular to
its velocity. Integration of Eq.~6! gives

1

E~x!
2

1

E0
5

2a2

3me
4 E

2`

x

B2~x!dx, ~7!

whereE0 is the initial energy of the electron.

For definiteness, let us take an exponentially decaying magnetic field,

B~x!5B0 exp~x/x0! ~8!

~note that we consider a particle propagating fromx52`). This behavior is expected in
some recent Galactic magnetic field models15 for the field in the direction normal to the
Galactic disk. The scalex0 is of the order of 4 kpc. Making use of Eqs.~7! and~8!, one
finds the relation betweenE andB at a given point of the particle trajectory,

~1/E!2~1/E0!5a2x0B2/3me
4 .
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This equation, together with Eq.~5!, determines the dominant radiation frequency a
function of particle energy,

vc~E!5
9E0

3/2

2meA3ax0

f ~E/E0!, where f ~y!5y3/2A12y.

This function is shown in Fig. 1, from which we see that most of the electron ener
emitted at frequencies close to

vmax5vc~3E0/4!5
27E0

3/2

32meAax0

50.831015S E0

1022eV
D 3/2S x0

4 kpcD
21/2

eV. ~9!

According to Eqs.~5! and~9!, at E51022 eV the electron loses most of its energy in t
region where the magnetic field is;10210 G, i.e., at a distance of;36 kpc from the
Galactic disk forB0;1026 G.

In the case where the magnetic field is not perpendicular to the particle velocity
spectrum of synchrotron photons is softer. The same is true for a magnetic field w
falls off more slowly than in Eq.~8!, as is usually assumed for the Galactic magnetic fi
in the direction parallel to the Galactic plane. Thus one should expect an angular d
dence of the photon spectrum with the more energetic photons coming from the dire
normal to the Galactic plane and a softer spectrum from the directions in the Ga
plane. The above estimates indicate that this effect is small, and its detailed study
point seems premature.

Finally, let us estimate the flux of synchrotron photons, assuming a flux of U
photons which is typical for top-down scenarios, viz., a few times 1021 eV•cm22

•s21

•sr21 at energies;102221023 eV. Equation~3! implies that, outside the Galactic mag
netic field, there is at least as large a flux of UHE electrons which transfer their ener
high-energy photons in the Galactic magnetic field. Since the synchrotron spectru
dv;v, energy conservation implies that the flux of synchrotron photons is app
mately the same as the flux of UHE electrons, which is larger by a factor ofFe /Fg than
the flux of UHE photons.

FIG. 1. The dependence ofvc ~arbitrary units! on particle energy for the exponential model of the Galac
magnetic field.
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4. EFFECT OF EXTRAGALACTIC MAGNETIC FIELD

As was shown above, in the absence of extragalactic magnetic fields the obs
flux of 101521017 eV photons is proportional to the flux of UHE photons and the ra
Fe /Fg at energies aboveE*1022 eV. The presence of a large enough extragala
magnetic field can significantly decrease this ratio. Indeed, if theg→e conversion length,
a215(aPP1aDPP)21, is large compared to the energy loss length of the electron du
synchrotron radiation in the extragalactic magnetic field, the flux of UHE elect
should be much smaller than the flux of UHE photons.

Let us estimate the value of the extragalactic magnetic field at which the
Fe /Fg;1 atE*1022 eV. For this purpose note that the solution to Eq.~6! in a constant
magnetic fieldB can be written in the form

l 5~3m4/2a2B2E!@12~E/E0!#, ~10!

where l is the distance traveled by the electron as its energy decreases fromE0 to E.
Equation~10! implies that electrons with energyE can only come from distances small
than

l E53m4/2a2B2E;50~2310212G/B!2~1022eV/E!Mpc . ~11!

Taking into account that the lengtha21 of e→g conversion is of the order of 50 Mpc a
E51022 eV ~Ref. 3!, one finds that the extragalactic magnetic field must be smaller
2310212 G at distances<50 Mpc from our Galaxy in order for the ratioFe /Fg to be
comparable to or larger than one. If the magnetic field at distances of order 50 M
much larger than 2310212 G ~for a discussion of present limits on the extragalac
magnetic field see, e.g., Ref. 16!, the ratioFe /Fg is much smaller than one, and the flu
of UHE electrons is not sufficient to fill the dip in the photon spectrum by synchro
mechanism.

It is worth noting that the mechanism we propose is not sensitive to magnetic
at distances larger than;50 Mpc, because this distance is sufficient for the generatio
a large electron fractionFe /Fg;1. The effect of distant magnetic fields is merely
decrease the UHE photon flux, which is not important for our argument since we
malize the UHE photon flux to the observed flux of UHE CRs.

5. CONCLUSIONS

When the synchrotron radiation in the Galactic magnetic field is properly taken
account, the top-down models, under certain conditions, generically predict a flu
101521017 eV photons, which is close to the current experimental limits. Thus, i
important to improve the sensitivity of the experiments in the energy range 101521017

eV. The detection of a diffuse photon flux at a level of;1021 eV•cm22
•s21

•sr21 would
strongly suggest that the UHE CRs are produced by a top-down mechanism. Mor
this would imply that either the mechanism based on the halo model11 or the one pro-
posed here works. The two possibilities can be distinguished by measuring the a
anisotropy of the UHE CRs17 and of the high-energy photons produced.11 On the con-
trary, if the photon flux in the region of the dip is smaller than;1023 eV•cm22

•s21

•sr21 and, at the same time, the UHE CRs have a large photon fraction, the extraga
magnetic field must be larger than 2310212 G.
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The authors are indebted to D. S. Gorbunov, O. E. Kalashev, M. V. Libanov, V
Rubakov, and D. V. Semikoz for helpful discussions and comments. The work of S.
supported in part by Russian Fund for Fundamental Research under Grant 99-02-
INTAS Grant 96-0457 within the research program of the International Center for
damental Physics in Moscow, and an ISSEP fellowship.

* !e-mail: sergd@ms2.inr.ac.ru
†!e-mail: peter@ms2.inr.ac.ru
1!Here and below we mean the energy fluxF(E), which is expressed in terms of the differential spectrumj (E)

by means of the relationF(E)5E2 j (E) and is measured in units of eV•cm22
•s21

•sr21.
2!In the presence of the extragalactic magnetic field the electrons rapidly lose energy via synchrotron ra

and the argument may not work~see Sec. 4 for details!.
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Energy and angular distributions of photoelectrons
in multiphoton ionization

V. S. Popov
Institute of Theoretical and Experimental Physics, 117218 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 21 September 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.70, No. 8, 493–497~25 October 1999!

The energy and angular distributions of photoelectrons in the photoion-
ization of an atom or ion by powerful laser radiation are calculated. The
results obtained are valid for all values of the Keldysh parameterg.
Linear and circular polarizations of the light are considered. ©1999
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00320-5#

PACS numbers: 32.80.Rm

The theoretical investigation of the ionization of atoms and ions by high-power
radiation was initiated in the 1960s.1–4 The results of subsequent investigations in t
field are reviewed in Refs. 5 and 6.1! The character of the ionization process depends
the adiabaticity parameterg introduced by Keldysh:1 Tunneling ionization occurs for
g!1, and multiphoton ionization occurs forg@1.

Formulas for the ionization probability~including the pre-exponential factor! that
are valid for arbitrary values ofg are obtained in Refs. 3 and 4. Our objective in t
present letter is to investigate the energy and angular distributions of the photoele
and their variation with increasing parameterg for linear and circular polarizations of th
radiation. On account of progress in laser technology, these quantities have now b
an object of experimental investigations~see, for example, the review in Ref. 6 and t
literature cited therein!.

For linear polarization the momentum spectrum of photoelectrons has the form2!

w~p!5w~0!expH 2
1

v
@c1~g!pi

21c2~g!p'
2 #J , ~1!

wherec15sinh21g2g (11g2)21/2, c25sinh21g, g5v/v t5vk/F, v andF are the fre-
quency of the laser radiation and the electric field intensity,v t is the tunneling frequency
of an electron in a fieldF, Ei5k2/2 is the ionization potential, andp5(p i ,p') is the
momentum of an electron after emerging from under the barrier.

Formula ~1! requires almost no discussion. Forg!1 ~adiabatic case — i.e., the
frequencyv is low and the field intensityF is high!

w~p!5w~0!expH 2
kp2

F S 1

3
g21u2D J , ~18!

whereu is the angle between the direction of emergence of an electron and the a
5020021-3640/99/70(8)/6/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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linear polarization of the radiation. The angular distribution of electrons has a sharp
in the direction of the field,ueff&g. In the opposite caseg@1 ~rapidly varying field!

w~p!5w~0!expH 2
p2

v
~ ln 2g2cos2 u!J . ~188!

For intermediate transverse and longitudinal~with respect to the fieldF) electron mo-
menta we obtain

^p'
2 &1/2/^pi

2&1/25S 12
g

A11g2 sinh21g
D 1/2

5H 0.577g, g!1,

12~2 lng!21, g@1.
~2!

For circular polarization the probability ofn-photon ionization of an atomics level
is4

wn5k2Ck
2R~ t,g!exp$24nc w~ t,g!%, ~3!

where

w~ t,g!5
tanh21u2u

11t
, u5At21g2

11g2
~38!

~we have introduced in place ofn the auxiliary variablet5(2nc /n)21, such that21
,t,1), nc5K0(11g22) is the photoionization threshold,K05k2/2v is the multipho-
ton parameter (K0@1), andCk is the asymptotic coefficient of the atomic wave functi
at infinity3! ~the pre-exponential factorR is also calculated in Ref. 4, but we shall n
require it here!.

The functionw(t,g) has a minimum at the pointt5t0(g) corresponding to maxi-
mum ionization probability and determined from the equationt512u/tanh21u. In addi-
tion, this point corresponds to the number of absorbed photonsn0(g)52nc /(11t0).
Near the maximum, the distribution overn, i.e., the electron energy spectrum,
Gaussian:4

wn5wmax•exp$2c3~n2n0!2/n0%5wmax•exp$2~En2Emax!
2/2D2%, ~4!

where

c3~g!5
g2~11t0

2!12t0
2

~12t0!2A~11g2!~ t0
21g2!

5H gS 11
1

3
g2D , g!1

2~ lng!2, g@1,

~48!

D5@vEi~11g22!/~11t0!c3~g!#1/2, ~488!

D;g23/2AvEi for g!1, andD5AvEi /2lng for g@1. The most probable energy of th
photoelectrons emerging from under the barrier is

Emax5~n02nc!v5
F2

2v2
~11g2!

12t0

11t0
5H g22Ei , g!1

Ei /2 lng, g@1.
~5!

A numerical calculation using the formulas presented above gives the curves in
1 and 2. The most probable numbern0 of absorbed photons forg!1 is two times greater
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than the photoionization thresholdnc , approaching it, though quite slowly, forg@1
~Fig. 1!. The coefficientc3 in Eq. ~4! increases monotonically withg ~Fig. 2!. For
g@1

wn5wmax•expH 2
2~ lng!2

K0
~n2n0!2J , n05S 11

1

2 lng DK0 . ~6!

Since

Dn

nc
;H v/AkF;Ag/K0, g!1

~AK0 ln g!21, g@1,
~7!

the distribution overn has the form of a comparatively narrow peak3,4 ~in units of nc or
n0). We note that forg!1 the distributionwn ~4! is much wider than the Poisso
distribution and, conversely, forg@1 it is narrower (Dn5An0 for g'0.47).

The distribution of photoelectrons over the anglec between the emergence directio
of the photoelectrons and the plane of polarization of the laser radiation is also of int
It is determined by Eq.~64! in Ref. 4, into which the valuesn5n0 and the momentum
p05A2v(n02nc), corresponding to the maximum ionization probability, must be s
stituted:

FIG. 1. Circular polarization. Ratior5n0 /nc as a function of the Keldysh parameterg. Heren0 is the most

probable andnc is the minimum number of absorbed photons.

FIG. 2. The coefficientc3(g) as a function ofg.
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w~c!}@Jn0
~n0j!#2, j5A12t0

2

11g2
cosc, ~8!

whereJn0
(z) is a Bessel function. Using Langer’s asymptotic expression11 for the Bessel

function for n0@1, we find

w~c!5u0h21exp$2n0 s~c,g!%w~0!, ~9!

where

s52@ tanh21h2h2~ tanh21u02u0!#, h5A12j2, ~98!

and the variableh ranges fromu0 ~for c50) to 1~for c5p/2). The width of the angular
distribution is

Dc;H v/AFk;Ag/K0, g!1

K0
21/2, g@1.

~10!

As Fig. 3 shows, the functions(c,g) varies little with increasing parameterg ~this was
difficult to predict beforehand!. For this reason, the variation ofw(c) from the adiabatic
region to the caseg*1 is determined mainly by the variation ofn0(g).

Expression~9! simplifies in the adiabatic regiong!1:

w~c!5~11x2!21/2expH 2
2k3

3F
@~11x2!3/221#J , ~11!

wherex5c/g. For very small angles we obtain a Gaussian distribution:

w~c!'expS 2
Fk

v2
c2D , c!g!1, ~118!

which agrees with Refs. 6, 12, and 13. However, the number of photoelectrons
decreases more rapidly:

w~c!'gc21expS 2
2F2

3v3
c3D , g&c!1, ~1188!

FIG. 3. s(c,g) from Eq.~9!, determining the angular distributions of the photoelectrons. The curves~bottom to
top! correspond tog50, 0.5, 1, and̀ .
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and most of the photoelectrons always emerge near the plane of polarization of the

As c→0 ~and for any value ofg), we haves5u0c21O(c4), whereu0 is deter-
mined in Eq. (38) with t5t0(g). For this reason, for small angles

w~c!5const•expH 2c4~g!
Fk

v2
c2J , ~12!

c45A(11g22)(t0
21g2)/(11t0). If g!1, thenc451, and expression~12! goes over to

expression (118). At the same time, forg@1 the coefficientc45g/2 andw(c)'exp
(2K0c

2). A comparison with expression (118) shows that asg increases, the angula
distribution broadens substantially, but even forg@1 it remains quite narrow (Dc
;K0

21/2!1). In the two limiting cases we have

s~c,g!5H 2@ tanh21~sinc!2sinc#, g→0

22 ln cosc, g→`,
~13!

which determines the limiting curves in Fig. 3.

In summary, we have analyzed the form of the energy and angular distributio
photoelectrons in the entire range of the Keldysh parameter, 0,g,`, for linear and
circular polarizations of the light. The general case of elliptic polarization can be e
ined on the basis of the formulas in Ref. 14, but the expressions obtained are
complicated and require a separate discussion.

In closing, we note that a generalization of Eq.~1! for the electron momentum
spectrum with an arbitrary dependence of the electric fieldF(t) can be obtained for linea
polarization. The only assumption is thatF(t) is an analytic function oft, and the
‘‘imaginary time’’ method14 is used.

I am deeply grateful to V. D. Mur for helpful suggestions in the course of this w
to V. S. Imshennik, A. I. Nikishov, L. B. Okun’, and V. I. Ritus for discussing som
questions associated with this work and for moral support, and to V. A. Gan’ and M
Markina for assisting in the numerical calculations and for setting up the manuscri

This work was supported in part by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Res
under Grant 98-02-17007.

1!Unfortunately, it must be said that the contributions of Refs. 3, 4, and 7, the importance of which re
undiminished to this day, is treated extremely unobjectively in Refs. 5 and 6. See Ref. 8 for details.

2!See Eq.~53! in Ref. 4. We employ atomic units,\5m5e51.
3!These coefficients are often encountered in quantum mechanics and atomic and nuclear physics. T

their numerical values for thes states of neutral atoms and certain ions can be found in Ref. 9.
4!This result is contained in a somewhat different form in Ref. 10, where expansions in the limiting ca

small and largeg are also presented.
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Light-induced conversion of nuclear spin modifications
of molecules

A. M. Shalagin* ) and L. V. Il’ichev
Institute of Automation and Electrometry, Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy o
Sciences, 630090 Novosibirsk, Russia

~Submitted 27 August 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.70, No. 8, 498–503~25 October 1999!

We report a new effect in which one nuclear spin modification of
molecules is converted into another in a resonance laser radiation field.
The effect is based on selective~with respect to modifications! optical
excitation and the difference of the conversion rates of spin modifica-
tions for excited and unexcited molecules. The effect is expected to be
very substantial and should occur for all molecules capable of absorb-
ing the radiation of existing lasers. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00420-X#

PACS numbers: 33.80.2b, 33.25.1k

A recent paper1 on which the present authors collaborated predicts enrichment o
spin modifications of molecules under selective laser excitation of one of the mod
tions. It was assumed that the effect occurs in molecules for which the principal m
nism of conversion of spin modifications is an intramolecular interaction that mixes
spin states of the nuclei. In Ref. 1 it is shown that for a suitable choice of the frequ
of the exciting radiation the enrichment effect could be extremely large~the relative
concentration of the spin modifications can change by orders of magnitude!. At the same
time, the requirements imposed in Ref. 1 on the frequency of laser radiation turned
be quite stringent. Specifically, for CH3F molecules, which otherwise are suitable f
exhibiting the effect, the capabilities of the CO2 laser and other known sources a
inadequate for discriminating the required frequency. The laser lines of a CO2 laser
which are efficiently absorbed by CH3F molecules do not meet the requirements of R
1. Thus the implementation of the idea of Ref. 1 turned out to be a difficult prob
because of the difficulties of matching suitable excitation sources to the experim
object.

It turns out that the vexing restrictions of Ref. 1 on the radiation frequency ca
lifted with almost no loss of the degree of enrichment. The only remaining require
on the radiation frequency is that it should be efficiently absorbed on a vibration
electronic transition of the molecule from the ground state. This radically expand
range of objects which should exhibit the light-induced conversion effect even for e
ing sources of radiation.

The effect which we propose is physically completely analogous to light-indu
drift ~LID !,2 which, in particular, has been used previously to achieve the separati
5080021-3640/99/70(8)/6/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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nuclear spin modifications of heavy molecules,3 and other light-induced gas-kinetic e
fects ~see, for example, Ref. 4!: If the radiation can excite particles selectively wi
respect to some physical parameter, then as a result of the difference of the rela
rates of this parameter for excited and unexcited particles, its value in the radiation
will deviate from the thermodynamically equilibrium value.

In the present case this physical parameter is the concentration of one of the
modifications of molecules which is selectively excited by laser radiation and relax
is the process of conversion of the spin modifications. The conversion rates for e
and unexcited molecules should differ, to one or another degree, for any mechan
this process, but the greatest difference~orders of magnitude! can be expected for a
mechanism based on intramolecular magnetic interaction. This mechanism, whic
been unequivocally proved for CH3F molecules,5–12 and seems to be characteristic
most heavy and complex molecules, is of a resonance character: The conversio
increases sharply when the quantum states of the mixed spin modifications are c
energy. Then, for a given modification only one level~the most ’’resonant’’ one! through
which conversion predominantly occurs can stand out. The realization of identical ’’
nance’’ conditions for the rotational levels of different vibrational ’’electronic’’ states
molecules is essentially precluded, so that the conversion rates for these states ca
radically. In what follows, we shall consider the conversion mechanism associated
intramolecular interaction.

For simplicity, we assume that the molecules exhibit only two~para and ortho!
nuclear spin modifications~see Fig. 1!. For definiteness, we shall consider laser excitat
on a vibrational transition of the ortho modification. We shall assume an equilib
Boltzmann population distribution over the rotational levels in the vibrational states
is valid when the vibrational relaxation rate is sufficiently less than the rotational re
ation rate. These conditions can almost always be satisfied by adding an appro
buffer gas. Under the conditions stipulated, the temporal variation of the concentrat
the ortho component is described by the equation

FIG. 1. Illustration of the light-induced conversion effect. The solid arrow symbolizes induced optical tr
tions.
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dNo /dt5g* ~Np* 2No* !1g@~Np2Np* !2~No2No* !#

5~g* 2g!~Np* 2No* !1g~Np2No!; ~1!

g* [(
Jo*

gop* W~Jo* !, g[(
Jo

gopW~Jo!.

HereNo andNp are the concentrations of the ortho and para components, andg andg*
are the conversion rates. An asterisk marks the characteristics of vibrationally e
molecules. The quantitygopW(Jo) characterizes the partial rate of conversion throug
rotational levelJo of the ortho modification;W(Jo) is the Boltzmann factor.

If there is no radiation (Np* 5No* 50), then it follows from Eq.~1! that under
stationary conditionsNp5No ~thermodynamic equilibrium!. If g* 5g, then equilibrium
also remains when radiation is present. In the opposite case (g* Þg), according to Eq.
~1!, a new dynamic equilibrium, in which

Np2No5~12g* /g!~Np* 2No* !, ~2!

is established.

Laser radiation excites only the ortho modification, but to one degree or an
excited para molecules will also be present (Np* Þ0) as a result of the resonant transfer
excitation from the ortho molecules. Since the conversion process is the slowest
other relaxation processes~rotational and vibrational relaxation, diffusion processes!, the
establishment of the populations of the molecular levels against this background
stantaneous and corresponds to the instantaneous values of the concentrations of t
and para components. Specifically, the balance relation

aNo* ~Np2Np* !2aNp* ~No2No* !5GvNp* , ~3!

holds for excited para molecules. Here the first term on the left-hand side describ
‘‘arrival’’ of excited para molecules as a result of the transfer of excitation from or
molecules; the second term corresponds to the reverse process; the coefficienta charac-
terizes the excitation exchange rate. The term on the right-hand side is due to que
of the excited vibrational state. From the relation~3! follows

Np* 5
aNp

Gv1aNo
No* . ~4!

For a suitable buffer gas and its pressure, the condition

Gv@a~No1Np!, ~5!

can be satisfied. ThenNp* !No* andNp* in the relation~2! can be neglected. The deviatio
from thermodynamic equilibrium for the concentrations of the para and ortho mod
tions is especially large, and it is especially simply related with the fraction of vi
tionally excited ortho molecules. It is known that under certain conditions~sufficiently
high radiation intensity and the required ratio of the relaxation rates! this fraction can be
1/2, and in this case from Eq.~2! follows

Np

No
5

1

2 S 11
g*

g D . ~6!
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The limiting cases of this formula can be easily interpreted. Ifg* !g, thenNo52Np ,
which is natural, since conversion through the excited state essentially does not
while conversion through the ground state equalizes the total concentration of para
ecules and the concentration of ortho molecules in the ground state, which is half o
total concentration. In the opposite limiting case (g* @g) we haveNo!Np , i.e., virtu-
ally all molecules are in the para modification. This is also understandable: Trans
molecules into the para state occurs through an excited state, and the reverse pro
strongly inhibited, since para molecules are primarily in the ground state.

Let us now discuss the conditions under which the distribution of the rotati
levels of the vibrational states can be regarded as close to a Boltzmann distribution.
laser radiation is absorbed on a vibrational–rotational transition, then the relative e
of the population of the upper levelJL of the optical transition above the amplitude of th
Boltzmann ‘‘cushion’’ is determined by the parameter~see, for example, Refs. 4 and 13!

a5Gv /GW~JL!, ~7!

whereG is the collisional half-width of the line and is determined primarily by rotatio
relaxation~broadening is assumed to be homogeneous!; W(JL) is the Boltzmann factor
for the level JL . The parametera in molecules can in itself be small, but it can b
decreased even more by adding a buffer gas for which the ratio of the cross sect
quenching of the vibrational state to the broadening cross section is characteris
quite small. Fora!1 the populations of the rotational levels of the vibrational states
completely described by a Boltzmann distribution.

The total population of a vibrational state of ortho molecules is determined by
relation4,13

No* 5No

k/2

11k1V2/G2
, k5

4uGu2

GvG
W~JL!, G5

Ed

2\
. ~8!

HereV is the detuning of the radiation frequency from resonance,E is the amplitude of
the electric field of the radiation,d is the matrix element of the dipole moment of th
resonance transition, andk is the so-called saturation parameter. It is evident from
formula that for a sufficiently large saturation parameterNo* 5No/2, which is used in Eq.
~6!.

Let us now estimate the possible magnitude of the effect for13CH3F molecules,
which absorb CO2 laser radiation~the P(32) line of the 9.6mm band! on the transition
R(4,3) essentially resonantly (V.26 MHz with Doppler half-width.40 MHz). Only
molecules of the ortho modification absorb radiation. We shall consider a.30 cm long
absorbing cell. Since the absorption coefficient;0.3 cm21/torr,14 the probe laser radia
tion required for testing is strongly absorbed over this distance at approxim
0.1 torr13CH3F pressure. We shall take it as the working value. Unless special mea
are taken, relation~5! will not be satisfied, so that to increase the constantGv we propose
adding a buffer gas whose molecules have a close vibrational quantum so that the
tional excitation of13CH3F would be transferred to them. In order to guarantee that
process be irreversible it is desirable to use a buffer gas with a vibrational quantu
somewhat lower energy. Assuming the rate of transfer of excitation to the buffer
ecules to be comparable to the rate of exchange of excitation between the13CH3F mol-
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ecules themselves and choosing the pressure of the buffer gas of this type to be 0
we obtainGv55a(No1Np), i.e., the condition~5! essentially holds.

We now consider the parameter~7!. Taking account of the data in Ref. 15 on the ra
of exchange of excitation between13CH3F and12CH3F molecules (53105 s21/torr) we
obtain for Gv the concrete total valueGv>40 kHz. For the total gas pressure obtain
thus far and for broadening.20 MHz/torr16 by a ’’resonant’’ gas we obtainG
.12 MHz. SinceW(JL);1022, the parametera from Eq.~7! becomesa.1/3, which is
still not sufficiently small. However, if a ’’nonresonant’’ gas, for example, helium at
torr pressure, is added as a second buffer component, then taking account of the
ening due to it~3 MHz/torr16! the resulting value ofG becomesG>40 MHz. The value
of Gv will remain essentially unchanged, since the quenching of the vibrational sta
helium (;102 Hz/torr)17 is negligible. Under these conditions we obtaina.1/10!1, i.e.,
relation~7! holds. We note that the value obtained forG is approximately the same as th
Doppler half-width, so that the estimates based on the homogeneous broadening a
mation are completely justified.

Finally, we shall estimate the attainable saturation parameter from Eq.~8!. For a
radiation power density;103 W/cm2 ~a 10-W laser beam 1 mm in diameter!, according
to the estimates made in Ref. 14 we obtaink.50, which is more than sufficient to
saturate the vibrational transition.

In summary, the experimental conditions proposed above are close to optim
light-induced conversion, and the simple formula~6!, the consequences of which hav
already been discussed above, is completely valid for estimating its magnitude
these conditions.

We note that, in reality, the condition~5! is not fundamental, in any case in th
situationg* @g, i.e., when the effect is expected to be strongest. Concrete calcula
show that for virtually complete ‘‘transfer’’ from the ortho into the para state occurs
Gv.a(No1Np) provided thatNo* is not too small compared withNo .

We note one other important circumstance. An external electric field can also
cally affect the rate of light-induced conversion as well as the degree of transformat
one modification into another: The energy levels through which conversion occurs
ground state and in excited vibrational states can be put into~or taken out of! resonance
as a result of the Stark shift. The effect of an external electric field on the conversio
of nuclear spin modifications of CH3F has been reliably proved and investigated in de
in Refs. 10 and 11. From the results of these investigations it can also be conclude
an electric field also provides a promising means for identifying the levels through w
conversion occurs.

In summary, we have shown that if molecules possess nuclear spin modifica
one of which is capable of absorbing laser radiation, a deviation from the natural ra
concentrations of these modifications right up to complete exhaustion of one modific
can be obtained by simply adjusting the experimental conditions.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Grants
Nos. 98-02-17924 and 98-03-33124a!.
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Charged mobile complexes in magnetic fields: a novel
selection rule for magnetooptical transitions
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The implications of magnetic translations for internal optical transitions
of charged mobile electron–hole (e–h) complexes and ions in a uni-
form magnetic fieldB are discussed. It is shown that transitions of such
complexes are governed by a novel exact selection rule. Internal intra-
band transitions of two-dimensional~2D! charged excitonsX2 in
strong magnetic fields are considered as an illustrative example.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00520-4#

PACS numbers: 71.35.Ee, 78.20.Ls

Recently, there has been considerable experimental and theoretical interest
behavior of 2D semiconductor complexes — negativelyX2 (2e–h) and positivelyX1

(e– 2h) charged excitons in magnetic fields~see, e.g., Refs. 1–5 and references there!.
These three-particle bound states can be considered as analogs of the hydrogen
H2 and molecularH2

1 ions, respectively. The application of a magnetic fieldB changes
the hydrogenic spectra drastically~see, e.g., Refs. 6–8!. As an example, whereas atB
50 theH2 ion supports in 3D only one bound singlet state, at any finiteB there appear7

bound tripletH2 states and an infinite number of quasi-bound states~resonances! asso-
ciated with higher Landau levels~LLs!. In 2D systems, it is theX2 triplet that becomes
the ground state in high magnetic fields.2,3 Singlet and tripletX2 and X1 states are
observed in 2D systems by means of interband optical magnetospectroscopy.1 Intraband
magnetospectroscopy, in which internal transitions from populated~ground! to excited
states are induced by a photon, can provide additional information about bindin
hydrogenlike complexes. In thes1 polarization internal transitions in highB are pre-
dominantly induced to the next electron LL. Such photoionizing bound-to-continuumX2

singlet and triplet transitions in the far-infrared~FIR! have been predicted theoretical
and recently observed experimentally in GaAs quantum wells.4 In this work we describe
some general implications of the existing exact symmetry — magnetic translations —
internal transitions of charged mobilee–h complexes inB. We also present theoretica
predictions for internal transitions from theX2 ground triplet state in thes2 polarization
in high B. A preliminary account of some of these results and implications for interb
magnetooptics ofX2 have been reported in Ref. 5.
5140021-3640/99/70(8)/6/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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Consider the Hamiltonian of interacting particles of chargesei in a magnetic fieldB

H5(
i

p̂ i
2

2mi
1

1

2 (
iÞ j

Ui j ~r i2r j ! , ~1!

herep̂ i52 i\¹ i2
ei

c
A(r i), and the interparticle interaction potentialsUi j can be rather

arbitrary. In the symmetric gaugeA5 1
2B3r the total angular momentum projectionMz ,

an eigenvalue ofL̂z5( i(r i32 i\¹ i)z , is an exact quantum number. In a uniformB
5(0,0,B) the Hamiltonian~1! is also invariant under a group of magnetic translatio
whose generators are the components of the operatorK̂5( j K̂ j , K̂ j5p̂ j2(ej /c)r j3B
~see, e.g., Refs. 6,7!. The operatorK̂ is an exact integral of the motion,@H,K̂ #50, whose
components commute inB as

@K̂x ,K̂y#52 i
\B

c
Q, Q[(

j
ej , ~2!

while @K̂ ip ,p̂ jq#50, p,q5x,y. For neutral complexes~atoms, excitons, biexcitons! Q
50, and the states inB are classified according to the two-component continuous ve
— the 2D magnetic momentumK5(Kx ,Ky) ~Refs. 6,7!. For charged systemsQÞ0, and
the components ofK̂ do not commute; this determines the macroscopic Landau de
eracy of the exact eigenstates of~1!. Using the dimensionless operatork̂5Ac/\BuQu K̂
whose components are canonically conjugate, one obtains the raising and lowering
ladder operatorsk̂65( k̂x6 i k̂y)/A2: @ k̂2 ,k̂1#5Q/uQu ~see ~5! below!. Therefore k̂2

5 k̂1k̂21 k̂2k̂1 has the oscillator eigenvalues 2k11, k50,1, . . . .Since@ k̂2,H#50 and

@ k̂2,L̂z#50, the exact charged eigenstates of~1! can be simultaneously labeled by th
discrete quantum numbersk andMz ~Ref. 7!.

The usual optical selection rules for the dipole-allowed transitions in the Far
geometry~the light propagates alongB) are conservation of spin andDMz561 for left-
and right-circularly polarized lights6. There is an additional selection rule: the quantu
numberk is conserved. Indeed, the HamiltonianV̂65( i(eiF0p̂ i

6/miv)e2 ivt describing
the interaction with the light of polarizations6 (F0 is the radiation electric field,p̂ i

6

5p̂ ix6 i p̂ iy) commutes withK̂ i and, therefore

@V̂6,k̂2#50⇒k is conserved. ~3!

In fact the perturbationV̂5F(p̂ i ,t) can be an arbitrary function of the kinematic m
mentum operatorsp̂ i and timet. In some limiting cases~e.g., at low fieldsB) k can be
associated7 with the center of the cyclotron motion of a charged system as a whole.
gives some physical insight into its conservation. This selection rule is applicable to
chargede–h system inB. In particular, it applies to mobile complexes — charg
excitonsX2, X1, multiply charged excitonsX2n ~i.e., bound complexes (n11)e–h
with n.1, which can exist in special quasi-2D geometries!,9 and to charged multiple-
excitonsXN

2 (XN–e), which exist in 2D systems in highB.2 In deriving ~3! we only used
translational invariance in the plane perpendicular toB. Therefore, relation~3! holds in
arbitrary magnetic fields and for systems of different dimensionality, including semi
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ductors with a complex valence band described by the Luttinger Hamiltonian.10 The
selection rule~3! is also valid for internal transitions in electron systems. Note that fo
translationally invariant one-component~e.g., electron! system with constant charge-to
mass ratioei /mi5const, the well-known Kohn theorem11 states that internal transition
can occur only at the bare electron cyclotron (e-CR! energy\vce5\eB/mec. This is a
consequence of the operator algebra@H,V̂6#56\vceV̂

6 involving the center-of-mass
inter-LL ladder operators. On the other hand, relation~3! is based on the algebra o
intra-LL ladder operators. However, for one-component systems the center-of-mas
tion decouples from the internal degrees of freedom inB, and the theorems — thoug
based on different operator algebras — give equivalent predictions in this case.

To make our further discussion concrete, let us consider transitions in thes2 po-
larization in a 2D three-particle 2e–h system with Coulomb interactions, for a simp
valence band, and in the limit of high magnetic fields:

\vce,\vch,u\vce2\vchu@E05Ap

2

e2

e l B
, l B5S \c

eBD 1/2

. ~4!

Then mixing between different LLs can be neglected and theX2 states can be classifie
according to the total electron and hole LL numbers, (NeNh). The corresponding basi
for X2 is of the form12 fn1m1

(e) (r ) fn2m2

(e) (R) fNhMh

(h) (rh), and includes different three

particle 2e–h states such that the total angular momentum projectionMz5Ne2Nh

2m12m21Mh and LLsNe5n11n2 , Nh are fixed. Herefnm
(e,h) are thee- andh- single-

particle factored wave functions inB; n is the LL quantum number andm is the oscillator
quantum number@mze(h)5 (2)

1 (n2m)#. We use the electron relative and center-of-m

coordinates:r5(re12re2)/A2 andR5(re11re2)/A2. Permutational symmetry require
that for electrons in the spin-singlets ~triplet t) state the relative motion angular mome
tum n12m1 should be even~odd!. To make this basis compatible with magnetic tran
lations, i.e., to fix k, an additional Bogoliubov canonical transformation should
performed.5

The calculated eigenspectra of the three-particle 2e–h states with two electrons in
the spin-triplet statet (Se51) are shown for two lowest (NeNh)5(00), ~01! LLs in Fig.
1. The spectra consist of continua, which correspond to the motion of a neutral m
toexciton ~MX !.4,8 In addition, there are discrete boundX2 states lying outside the
continua in which the internal motions of all the particles are finite. The continuum in
(NeNh)5(00) LL consists of a MX band of widthE0 extending down in energy from th
free (00) LL and corresponding to the 1s MX ( Ne5Nh50)8 plus a scattered electron i
the zeroth LL, labeledX001e0 . In the next hole LL (NeNh)5(01), the MX band is of
width 0.574E0 ~Ref. 8! and corresponds to the 2p2 MX ( Ne50, Nh51) plus a scattered
electron in theNe50 LL, labeledX011e0 . Moreover, there is a band above each free
originating from the bound internal motion of two 2D electrons inB ~labeled 2e
1hNh

).4 The spectra of the discrete boundX2 states are the following. In the lowes

(NeNh)5(00) LL there exists only one boundXt00
2 triplet state, lying below the lower

edge of the 1s MX band, the binding energy of which is 0.043E0 ~Refs. 2,3!. In the next
hole LL (NeNh)5(01) the 2p2 MX band is narrow, and there appearmanyboundXt01

2

states lying below the continuum edge~Fig. 1!. This should be contrasted with th
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situation in the next electron LL (NeNh)5(10), where only one bound triplet stateXt10
2

exists.4

In the s2 polarization, theh–CR-like inter-LL DNh51 transitions are strong an
gain strength inB. These are allowed by the usual selection rules: spin conser
DMz521. Consider first the photoionizingX2 transitions in which the final three
particle states belong to theX011e0 continuum. There is an onset at the edge indicate
Fig. 1 by transition3. It occurs at an energy\vch10.469E0 , i.e., above theh–CR at an
energy that equals the difference in the 1s and 2p2 MX binding energies, plus theXt00

2

binding energy. This transition may be thought of as the 1s→2p2 internal transition of
the MX,13 which is shifted and broadened by the presence of the second electron.
toionizing transitions to the 2e1h1 band have extremely small oscillator strengths a
can be neglected.

In order to understand bound-to-bound transitionsXt00
2 →Xt01

2 , let us describe the
structure of theX2 states in more detail. Generally, there existfamiliesof macroscopi-
cally degenerateX2 states inB. Eachi th family starts with itsparent state~PS! uCMz

(Pi )&,

for which k50 andMz has its maximum possible value for that family~cf. with trans-
lationally invariant states in 2D electron systems in strongB).14 The normalized daughte

FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of bound and scattering electron triplet 2e–h states in the lowest LLs (NeNh)
5(00), (01). The quantum numberM52Mz for the (NeNh)5(00) states andM52Mz21 for the (NeNh)
5(01) states. Large~small! dots correspond to the bound parentk50 ~daughterk51,2, . . . ) X2 states.
Allowed strong transitions in thes2 polarization must satisfyDNh51, DMz521, andDk50. Filled dots in
the ~01! LL correspond to families of darkXt01

2 states~see text!.
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states withk51,2, . . . in thei th family, uC
M

z8

(Di )&, are constructed from the PS with th

help of the ladder operators:

uCMz2 l
(Di ) &5

1

Al !
k̂2

l uCMz

(Pi )& , ~5!

where we have used the relation@ L̂z ,k̂2#52 k̂2 . Conservation ofk implies therefore
that internal transitions in thes6 polarization, satisfying the usual selection ruleDMz

561, spin conserved, are allowed only between states from families such that the

are connected by a dipole transitionuCMz

(Pj )&→uC
M

z8

(Pi )&, i.e., haveMz85Mz61. Indeed, for

the transition dipole matrix element between the daughter states in themth and nth
generations we have from~5!:

Di j 5^C
M

z82m

(Di ) uV̂6uCMz2n
(D j ) &5

1

An!m!
^C

M
z8

(Pi )uk̂1
mV̂6k̂2

n uCMz

(Pj )& . ~6!

From the commutativity@V̂6,k̂2#5@V̂6,k̂1#50 we see that eitherk̂2 annihilates the left
PS (n.m) or k̂1 annihilates the right PS (n,m) in ~6!. ThereforeDi j 50 unlessn
5m andMz82Mz561. From the operator algebra it is clear thatDi j is the same in all
generations, and thus it characterizes the two families of states.

This selection rule, due to the rich structure of the continuum, is easily satisfie
bound-to-continuum transitions. However, considering many families of the boundXt01

2

states in the next hole LL (NeNh)5(01), we see that there are only two PSs that
connected by a FIR transition~Figs. 1 and 2!. Therefore all families except these two a
dark, i.e., are not accessible by internal transitions from the groundXt00

2 bound states:
There exist only two strong bound-to-boundXt00

2 →Xt01
2 transitions in thes2 polariza-

tion, both lying above theh–CR~cf. Ref. 4!. Breaking of translational invariance~e.g., by
impurities! would make transitions to many dark states possible and lead to dr

FIG. 2. Energies~counted from\vch , in units ofE05Ap/2 e2/e l B) and dipole matrix elements of the inter-LL
DNh51 transitions~Fig. 1! from the ground tripletXt00

2 state in the high-field limit. The spectra have be
convoluted with a Gaussian of width 0.02E0 .
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changes in the absorption spectra. We note also that in 2D systems theX2 states belong-
ing to higher LLs are genuinely discrete only in a sufficiently strongB @cf. ~4!#. With
decreasingB, the discrete states merge with the MX continuum of lower LLs and bec
resonances. Such a situation is also typical for bulk 3D systems, whereX2 ~and H2)
states in higher LLs always merge with the continuum of the unbound internalz-motion
in lower LLs.7 Since the quantum numberk is still rigorously conserved, the selectio
rule predicts which of the resonances are dark and which are not. The absorption s
in such situation can have an asymmetric form typical for Fano resonances.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that internal optical transitions of cha
mobile complexes and ions in magnetic fields are governed by a novel exact sel
rule, a manifestation of magnetic translational invariance. Internal bound-to-bound
sitions of charged excitonsX2 in 2D systems inB should be very sensitive to breaking o
translational invariance~by impurities, disorder etc.!. This can be used for studying th
extent ofX2 localization in quantum wells.
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Equilibrium charge of small metal particles and hopping
transport in a metal–insulator composite

É. M. Baskin and M. V. Éntin
Institute of Semiconductor Physics, Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Scie
630090 Novosibirsk, Russia

~Submitted 13 September 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.70, No. 8, 510–515~25 October 1999!

It is shown that the thermodynamically equilibrium state of a system of
small metal particles placed in a dielectric matrix are unavoidably
charged. The charge of spherical metal particles with different radii is
calculated at low temperatures. Hopping transport in a system of metal
particles is studied. It is shown that it is limited by the charging energy,
which serves as a typical hopping energy and can be gapless. ©1999
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00620-9#

PACS numbers: 72.20.Ee, 72.80.Tm

Metal–insulator composites consisting of a dielectric matrix with embedded m
granules, ranging in size from several to hundreds of angstroms, are often used in
tical applications. The question of the conductivity of composites is closely related
the charge state of the granules. Specifically, the proposed mechanism of hoppin
duction near the Coulomb gap rests on the existence of an equilibrium charge o
metal granules,1 which is due to the difference in the work function of different granul
This is a reasonable assumption for metal granules consisting of different materia

However, identical metals whose work functions are implicitly assumed to be
same are often used in experiments~see the reviews in Refs. 2 and 3!. For example, in a
recent work,4 just as in all previous works,2,3 metal granules are assumed to uncharge
zero temperature. At the same time, in a system of doped multielectron quantum
fluctuations of the number of impurities induce a redistribution of electrons betwee
impurities in the thermodynamically equilibrium state at zero temperature.5 In the present
letter we show that equilibrium charging of metal particles is also possible at low
perature but because of the variance of their sizes or shape.

Let us consider a system of metal spheres, which can exchange electrons, wit
Ri . The presence of the surface of a sphere leads to the additional, with respect
infinite volume, electron energyaS, which is proportional to the surface areaS. The
surface tensiona of the electron gas can be calculated for an ideal Fermi gas. For this
consider theV potential of a Fermi gas in a quantum film of thicknessd:

V522TS (
n51

` E d2p

~2p\!2
logS 11expS m2e

T D D , e5
p2

2m
1

~p\n!2

2md2
~1!
5200021-3640/99/70(8)/6/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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Herem is the electron effective mass,T is temperature,m is the chemical potential, and
S is the surface area of the film. At low temperatures we obtain in the limit of a large
thickness

V52
m3/2~2m!5/2

15p2\3
V1

mm2

8p\2
2S ~2!

The first term corresponds to the contribution due to the volume of the systemV5dSand
the second term is the contribution due to the surface tension energy 2aS, wherea
5mm2/8p\2, of the two surfaces of the electron gas.

Let us now consider a metal granule. It is obvious that in the limit of a large siz
the system the volume and surface contributions to the energy are independent
shape of the system, and they depend only on the volume and surface area, so that~2!
is universal. The surface energy is less than the volume energy to the extent th
Fermi wavelengthlF is small compared to the characteristic geometric sizeV/S of the
system.

Surface tension produces an additional pressuredP52a/Ri on the surface of the
electron gas and changes the chemical potential from that of an infinite system wi
same electron densityn: dm i5n21dP52a/nRi . This change is responsible for th
redistribution of the electrons between granules.

Let us consider a metal–dielectric composite consisting of metal granules emb
in a dielectric with permittivityk. For simplicity we shall assume the granule numb
densityN to be small,NR3!1.

Let us assume that thei th granule containszi ions andZi electrons and its potentia
is

f i5e~dZi /kRi !, ~3!

To find the equilibrium charge of the granulesedZi5e(zi2Zi), an electrostatic correc
tion 2ef i must be included in the chemical potential. From the conditionZi

5(2]V/]m)T,f i
, we obtain in the limitRi→`

e2dZi

kRi
1

2a

nRi
5dm, ~4!

where dm is the change in the chemical potential of the system compared with
macroscopic sample, andn5zi /Vi is the concentration of ions in a granule, and is eq
to the electron density in an infinite sample.

In equilibrium the electrochemical potentialsm i2ef i of the granules must be th
same. Using the condition of electrical neutrality,SdZi50, we find

dZi5
2ak

ne2

Ri2^R&

^R&
, dm5

2a

n^R&
. ~5!

The brackets denote an average over granules. According to Eq.~5!, the typical charge of
a granule is determined by the ratio of the Fermi energyEF of the metal to the interaction
energy of the electrons in the metal, multiplied by the factork. In a typical case with
Ri2^R&;^R& the chargedZi can be less than or greater than 1. Ifak!ne2, then the
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typical chargedZi!1, and it is incorrect to neglect implicitly, as done earlier, the d
creteness of the charge. In reality, the granules remain neutral in this case. An e
equal to the sume2/2k(1/Ri11/Rj ) of the charging energies of the two granules must
expended to transfer an electron from one granule to another. In consequence the
of granules is a Hubbard insulator, where Fermi excitations are separated from the g
state by a finite energy gap due to Coulomb repulsion.

If ak@ne2, on the other hand, then the discreteness of the charge is immater
a first approximation. The typical potential of a granule is of the order ofEFlF /^R&,
which can be much greater than the temperature. We note that the spacingEF(lF /^R&)3

between the energy levels of a granule is much smaller than the typical potential
justifies our quasiclassical approach.

According to Eq.~5!, the charge of a granule should be fractional. This means
the local electrochemical potential is equalized to within the charging energyUc

5e2/2k^R& of a granule due to one electron. Redistribution of the electrons occu
long as it is energetically favorable. For this reason, the first unfilled state of an ele
on a granule lies above the total electrochemical potential by an amounte i less than the
charging energyUc . The last filled statee i2Uc lies in the range (0,2Uc). Therefore the
energy required to transfer an electron to infinity or to return an electron from infini
a granule should be uniformly distributed in the range from 0 toUc . Such a state of the
system possesses a zero energy gap as a whole, which makes it possible to clas
system as a gapless Hubbard insulator.

Let us now consider nonspherical granules. In this case the potential of a gran
determined by its capacitanceCi , and the surface-tension shift of the chemical poten
is determined by the ratioVi /Si : 2aSi /3nVi . We obtain instead of Eqs.~3!–~5!

f i5
edZi

kCi
, dm5

e2dZi

kCi
1

2aSi

3nVi
5

2a

3n

^CiSi /Vi&

^Ci&
, ~6!

dZi5
2ak

3ne2

Ci

^Ci&
~^CiSi /Vi&2^Ci&Si /Vi !. ~7!

The preceding calculations were performed neglecting the interaction of the ch
granules with one another. The potential produced by a neighboring granule is les
the potential of the characteristic charge to the extent that the sizeR of the granules is
small compared with the distance between the granulesN21/3. If the granules are charge
in an uncorrelated manner, then the fluctuations of the potential will diverge at
distances, similarly to the divergence of the potential in a completely compen
semiconductor.1 Therefore long-range fluctuations of the potential lead to an additio
correlated redistribution of charges screening these fluctuations. Let us estimate
magnitude. A fluctuationdf is screened as a result of the redistribution of the charge
the granules with charging energy less thandf. Let r be the screening length. It i
determined from the condition that the charge fluctuationdQ in a region of sizer is
compensated by a redistribution of one electron from each granule with energye i less
thandf:

dQ/e5S 4p

3
dZNr3D 1/2

5
4p

3

df

Uc
Nr3. ~8!
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The fluctuationdQ produces a potentialdf;dQ/r . Hence we obtain

r;S kUc

e2NdZ
D 1/2

, df;UcdZ5/4~NR3!1/4. ~9!

The condition that a small fraction of the electrons per granule is redistributed is eq
lent to the requirement thatdf be small compared withUc . This is valid if dZ5NR3

!1. The long-range potential fluctuations that are obtained are obviously less tha
characteristic intrinsic potential of the granulesf;UcdZ.

Let us consider the conductivity of a composite consisting of spherical particl
low temperature. Forak!ne2 conduction is due to electrons excited into the upp
Hubbard band. Therefore conduction is purely activational with activation energy
(u6Uc2mu), where m lies in the Hubbard gap.1! Generally speaking, the activatio
energy is of the order ofUc . Since the density of states in the gap is extremely low,
chemical potential is determined by atypical fluctuations. For spherical particles
fluctuations seem to be particle-size fluctuations. Let us assume that small particle
up electrons and large particles accept electrons. However, since the surface ene
electron depends on the radius just as the Coulomb energy, the energy loss
charging does not compensate the gain due to the surface, and the particles remain
irrespective of the radius. The situation changes when the asphericity of the partic
taken into account. Conduction this case will be examined elsewhere.

Let us now consider the gapless-insulator limit. In this case the basic tran
characteristics resemble hopping transport along an impurity band with the except
two features: in contrast to the impurity problem, hops between granules do not re
the participation of phonons in the transport, and the characteristic hopping ene
determined not by the density of states but rather by the charging energy. Formall
problem is described by the Miller–Abrahams model1 with the position of the atomic
levels replaced by the position of the bottomse i of the corresponding granules. Th
system of equations for the currentj i between the granules and the potentialsw i induced
on the granules by an external field has the standard form,j i j 5eWi j (w i2w j ), where

ln Wi j 5r i j /a11/2T~ ue i2e j u1ue i2mu1ue j2mu!5z i j ,

r i j is the distance between the granules, anda is the localization length. An electron hop
to the sites wherez i j satisfies the connectedness criterionz i j ,zc .

For sufficiently high temperature, evidently, the tunneling factor will limit tunnel
to distant granules. Therefore hops along nearest neighbors, corresponding to a c
tion mechanism with a constant hopping length, will predominate. The characte
activation energy is determined by a fraction ofUc . Specifically, we must single out th
nearest neighbors whose bottoms fall within a bandj. Gradually increasing the ban
width we add newer and newer sites into the network. The critical valuesjc at which a
connected network first arises determines the activation energyec;Uc . If the granules
are assumed to be arranged in a periodic square or cubic lattice, thenec

(2)50.59Uc and
ec

(3)50.31Uc .

As the temperature decreases, electrons prefer to hop to distant granules, opti
the activation factor. As a result, the conductivity of the system is determined
variable hopping length mechanism. Hops will occur to the granules for which the
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rithm of the tunneling probability is of the same order of magnitude as the logarith
the activation probability, satisfying the connectedness criterion. Analogously to R
we obtain for the conductivity

s5A exp2S T1

T D 1/4

, T1;UcN
21a23. ~10!

The pre-exponential in Eq.~10! is given by the characteristic frequencyA5vF /R in a
granule. Formula ~10! is valid in the temperature range (EF /Z)4/3T1

21/3!T
!Uc(Na3)1/3. The upper limit is determined by the requirement that the typical hopp
energy not exceedUc ~otherwise the constant hopping length model is valid!. The lower
limit is due to the fact that the hopping energy must exceed the spacing between s
electron energy levels that is required in order for the assumption of a continuous
trum of states in a granule to be valid.

At the lowest temperaturesT!(EF /Z)4/3T1
21/3 the hopping energy is less than th

spacingEF /Z between the single-electron levels in a granule. In this limit, for an elec
in the initial state with a definite energy there will be no granules with such a le
Threfore energy must be absorbed or released in a hop, i.e., phonons must be em
absorbed or other electrons must be excited in a hop. We shall consider the p
mechanism. Since the temperature is low, an electron can use only the energy leve
given granule that are closest tom. Excited energy states with the same number
electrons as the ground state as well as states with a larger or smaller number of ele
can serve as such states. They must lie within the working bandD determined by the
typical hopping energy. The working band is chosen from the condition that a regio
size r contain at least one state on a single granule in an infinite cluster. The numb
states per unit volume is determined by the number of states in a single gr
ZD/EF!1 in the energy rangeD multiplied by the density of granules accessible to
electron with such an energy,ND/Uc . The connectedness criterion has the fo
D2(4p/3)ZNr3/EFUc5Bc . As a result, we obtain for the conductivity

s5B exp2S T2

T D 2/5

, T2;S EFUc

ZNa3D 1/2

. ~11!

Equation~11! gives a law that is close to the 1/2 law observed in a number of exp
ments~see reviews2,3!. The transition between the 1/4 and 2/5 laws occurs at tempera
(EF /Z)4/3(Na3/Uc)

1/3.

We underscore that in contrast to the theory of a Coulomb gap,1 due to the long-
range interaction of charges on different granules, our approach takes account of o
stronger interaction of charges on the same granule. It is only near the percolation
sition NR3;1 that Coulomb gap effects become comparable to the effects consid
here. The long-range Coulomb potential can influence the conductivity at such low
peratures,T&Uc(NR3)4/9(Na3)1/3, that the hopping energy becomes comparable to
Coulomb interaction of the charges on neighboring grains.

We also note that we have neglected the collectivization of the states of diff
granules, making the assumption that the charging energyUc is much greater than the
tunneling amplitude.
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In summary, we have shown that the granules in a system of small metal gra
can be charged even at zero temperature. Depending on the surface tension and C
energy, the system can be a Hubbard insulator with or without a gap. For the gaples
low-temperature conduction is a hopping conduction with a variable activation en
determined by the charging energies of the granules.

We thank B. I. Shklovski� for a discussion of the questions considered in this pa
and the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research for financial support within the f
work of Grant No. 97-02-18397.

1!
We note that the conductivity of a composite consisting of neutral granules has been studied in a recen4

Unfortunately, the conclusion that lns;T21/2 drawn there can be valid only in a limited temperature ran
The point is that the approximation of the dependence of the hopping length on the grain size by a
function is invalid in the limit of large hopping lengths. As a result, because of the presence of a rigid Hu
gap, the conductivity has a finite activation energy in the low-temperature limit.

1
B. I. Shklovskii and A. L. Efros,Electronic Properties of Doped Semiconductors~Springer-Verlag, New
York, 1984!.
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On the mechanism of dissipation in the internal
Josephson effect in layered superconductors at low
temperatures

S. N. Artemenko* )

Institute of Radio Engineering and Electronics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 10390
Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 16 September 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.70, No. 8, 516–521~25 October 1999!

The current–voltage characteristics~IVCs! of a layered superconductor
with singletd pairing at low temperatures are calculated in the internal
Josephson effect~IJE! regime. Coherent electron tunneling between
layers is assumed. A finite resistance of the superconductor in the re-
sistive state arises because of quasiparticle transitions through the su-
perconducting gap near nodes. Because of charge effects the interaction
of the Josephson junctions formed by the layers does not lead to sub-
stantial differences in the shapes of different branches of the IVCs. The
model describes the basic qualitative features of the effect in high-
temperature superconductors for voltages which are low compared with
the amplitude of the superconducting gap. ©1999 American Institute
of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00720-3#

PACS numbers: 74.50.1r, 74.72.Hs

The theoretical description of the internal Josephson effect in layered h
temperature superconductors is complicated by the fact that the electronic struct
both the superconducting and normal states is not adequately understood. Investi
of the electronic structure1,2 show that in the (0,p) directions the electronic spectra
density is smeared by strong scattering of electrons by spin fluctuations.3 In the (p, p)
directions, corresponding to the nodes of the order parameterD in the superconducting
state, the electronic structure of the material agrees with Fermi-liquid models. This
hope of describing the internal Josephson effect~IJE! using ordinary Fermi-liquid ap-
proaches at low temperatures and voltages, where the contribution to the current
be determined primarily by electrons with low energy near nodes of the gapD.

The Josephson properties of a layered superconductor should depend strongly
symmetry of the order parameter and should differ qualitatively in cases of coheren
incoherent tunneling between the superconducting layers. Incoherent scattering de
a system of Josephson tunnel junctions in which the parallel component of the mo
tum is not conserved in tunneling between layers, resulting in a finite resistance alo
c axis perpendicular to the layers. If such junctions were formed by superconductors
an isotropic (s-type! order parameter, the productVc5I cRN of the critical current and the
normal resistance would be of the order of the gap width. However, ford pairing inco-
5260021-3640/99/70(8)/7/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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herent tunneling leads to a zero or very small critical current along thec axis, so that to
explain the high observed values ofI c it would be necessary to assume an unrealis
special form of the angular dependence of the probability of tunneling between la
According to recent investigations of BSCCO/Pb tunnel junctions,4 the fraction of thes
component in the BSCCO order parameter does not exceed 1023. For incoherent tunnel-
ing between layers, this would lead to values ofVc approximately three orders of mag
nitude smaller than the observed values, which are close in order of magnitude
amplitudeD0 of the gap.5 Moreover, for such small values ofI c the regime in which
some interlayer junctions are in a resistive state and others are in a superconductin
would be impossible for voltages across one junction ofV;D0. Such a regime, charac
terized by the presence of different branches on the IVCs, is one of the most st
manifestations of the IJE in layered superconductors.

Coherent tunneling describes a three-dimensional, strongly anisotropic cryst
this case, there is no need to assume artificially a special angular dependence
tunneling probability in order to explain the large experimental value ofI c . However, the
question of the character of the IJE in the presence of coherent tunneling likewise
entirely clear. The finite resistance of a crystal in the normal state in this case is d
scattering. For Born scatteringrc}1/t, where 1/t!D0; in the opposite case the scatterin
would suppressd-pairing superconductivity (\5e51). The typical voltages on one
junction in Josephson experiments is of the order ofD0@1/t. For such voltages~and
frequencies of Josephson oscillations! the conductivity should decrease with increasi
voltage,6 which is not observed in experiments. If impurity scattering in superconduc
layers is resonant scattering, then the resistance in the limit of low voltages doe
depend on 1/t and agrees with the experimental data.7 However, this mechanism ca
work only for V,g;AD0 /t. To explain the finite conductivity at voltagesV.g re-
quires a dissipation mechanism that is not associated with scattering by impurities.
sitions of quasiparticles through the superconducting gap can serve as such a mech
As was shown in Ref. 8, such a mechanism determines the natural width of the Jose
plasma resonance line at low temperatures. This mechanism becomes inefficientV
.D0, where scattering mechanisms associated with spin fluctuations and pseu
effects must be taken into consideration, and our approach, which is based on F
liquid ideas, no longer work.

We shall investigate a layered superconductor withd pairing and with coheren
tunneling between layers, neglecting scattering, i.e., we consider a pure crystal or
ciently high voltages,V.1/t for Born scattering andV.g for resonance scattering
Expressions for the current and charge densities are derived using the collisionless
equations derived for the Green’s functions by Volkov and Kogan9 using the Keldysh
technique. These equations are extended to the case of layered superconductor
tight-binding approximation for the electron spectrum in a direction perpendicular to
layers and ford-pairing inside the superconducting layers. Our approach, describi
layered single crystal, is opposite to the model of random hops between layers, u
Ref. 10.

Let us consider the case of a uniform current along thec axis, which can be realized
in narrow samples whose width in theab plane is less than the Josephson length.
shall solve the equations for the diagonal and off-diagonal~with respect to the spin
indices! components of the Keldysh propagatorgnm(t) and f nm(t):
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i
]

]t
gn m1Dnf n m* 1 f n mDm1~mn2mm!gn m

5t' (
i 561

~An, n1 ign1 i m2gn, m1 iAm1 i m!; ~1!

i
]

]t
f n m22j f n m2Dngn m* 1gn mDm1~mn1mm! f n m

5t' (
i 561

~An, n1 i f n1 i m2 f n, m1 iAm1 i m* !,

wheregnm(j,f,t) and f nm(j,f,t) are matrices with respect to the spin indices. H
jp5e(p)2eF , e(p) is the electron energy in the normal state,eF is the Fermi energy,p
is the electron momentum in theab plane,f is the angle in momentum space,t' is the
transfer integral,Dn5Dn(f) andxn are, respectively, the superconducting order para
eter and its phase in thenth layer, mn5Fn1(1/2)(dxn /dt) is the gradient-invariant
scalar potential,Fn is the electric potential, andAn,n115expwn , wherewn5xn112xn

22psAz /F0 is the gradient-invariant phase difference between the layers andAz is the
vector potential in the direction of thec axis. The electric field can be expressed as

Ens5mn2mn111
1

2

dwn

dt
. ~2!

The scalar potentialm describes the imbalance of the populations of the electron-
hole-like quasiparticle branches and charge effects in Josephson plasma oscillation11 and
IJE.6,12

The current density between the layersn11 andn and the charge density in layern
are calculated as

j n,n115
t'
2s E dp

~2p!2
~An11,ngn,n112gn11,nAn,n11!, ~3!

rn52
1

4is E dp

~2p!2
~gnn1gnn* !, ~4!

wheres is the crystal period in thec direction.

We solve Eqs.~1! using perturbation theory with respect tot' . The contribution
from transitions between the layers to the charge density is quadratic int' , so that in the
leading approximation such transitions can be neglected. In the Fourier representat
obtain

gnn1gnn* 5F2j

«
2

8D2mv

«~4«22v2!
G tanh

«

2T
, ~5!

where «5Aj21D2. Substituting this expression into Eq.~4!, we obtain in the time
domain
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rn52
k2

8p E
0

`

dt1F~ t1!mn~ t2t1!, ~6!

wherek is the reciprocal of the Thomas–Fermi screening radius,

F~ t !5E df

2p E
2`

`

dj
2D2~f!sin 2«t tanh«/2T

«2
. ~7!

The functionF describes the nonexponential relaxation ofm with a characteristic
time of the order of 1/D0. We shall require Eq.~6! in the case of slow variations ofm,
whereF(t)→2d(t) and the integral in Eq.~6! reduces to 2m(t). Substituting now the
expression for the charge density into Poisson’s equation, we express the diffe
dmn5mn112mn of the scalar potentials between the layers in terms of the time de
tive ẇn of the phase differences:

dmn5
a

16A11a
(
m

~ ẇn1m111ẇn1m2122ẇn1m!S A11a21

A11a11
D umu

, ~8!

wherea54e' /(ks)2 ande' is the dielectric constant in a direction perpendicular to
layers. An estimate fors515 A, 1/k52 A, ande'512 givesa '0.85, and the factor in
front of the sum in Eq.~8! is about 0.04. Thereforedmn is small compared withẇn , and
it follows that the change effects and the contributiondmn in the electric field between
the layers are small@see Eq.~2!#.

To calculate the current we shall have to solve Eqs.~1! in a linear approximation in
t' . However, the equations are still difficult to solve for arbitrarymn(t) andwn(t), so
that we introduce equations for the current density in two limiting cases. First, we fin
solution forgn,n1 i in a linear approximation in the potentialm, describing charge effect
which, according to the estimate made above, are small. In this limit the current be
the layersn andn11 can be represented in the form of a component that depends
on the phase differencewn and a component that also depends on the potential differe
dmn(t),

j n,n11~ t ![ j w~ t !1 j m~ t !.

Assumingt' to be independent of the momentum, we obtain

j w~ t !5 j cE
0

`

dt1F~ t1!cos
wn~ t2t1!

2
sin

wn~ t !

2
; ~9!

j m~ t !5 j c E
0

`

dt1 E
0

`

dt2F~ t2!H Fcos
wn~ t2t1!

2
dmn~ t2t12t2!

2cos
wn~ t2t12t2!

2
dmn~ t2t1!Gcos

wn~ t !

2
1sin

wn~ t2t1!

2

3dmn~ t2t12t2!1sin
wn~ t !

2 J . ~10!

Since according to~8! dmn(t) depends on the phase difference between different pair
layers, the current component~10! describes the interaction of ‘‘Josephson junction
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because of charge effects. Such an interaction has been investigated on the bas
phenomenological approach in Ref. 13, where other results were obtained.

Equations~9! and~10! simplify in several limiting cases. ForT!v andV!D0 the
current can be represented as a sum of superconducting, normal, and interferenc
ponents, and the quasiparticle current contains a contribution that depends on the
ence of the scalar potentials:

j w~ t !5 j c sin wn1 j c

p

2D0

dwn

dt
~12coswn!; ~11!

j m~ t !52 j c E
0

`

dt1 sin
wn~ t2t1!

2
dmn~ t2t1!sin

wn~ t !

2
. ~12!

The explicit form of the angular dependenceD(f) was used to calculate these expre
sions. The dissipative current components appear as a result of quasiparticle tran
through the superconducting gap. In addition, the finite conductivity at low voltages
Ohm’s law, arises because of the nodes inD(f), since in this case, as voltage increas
the range of anglesf at which transitions through the gap are possible increases. I
approximation linear inw the dissipative contribution to the current vanishes, since in
spatially uniform case transitions through the gap are forbidden in the absence of a
body. This forbiddenness is lifted in the nonlinear regime, since in the presence
current along thec axis the phase depends on the layer number and the system bec
inhomogeneous.8 In the linear approximation the forbiddenness is lifted by scattering
this case, using the computational method of Ref. 8, we obtain

j ~ t !/ j c5wn1
2n

6D0
2

dwn

dt
2

p

2D0
dmn . ~13!

The expression for the current density also simplifies in the limit of frequen
which are high compared with the Josephson plasma resonance frequencyvp ~in strongly
anisotropic Bi- and Tl-based cupratesvp!D0), where the ac electron current is shunt
by the displacement current,

vAC;vDCS vp
2

v2D !vDC ,

and the time dependence of the phase differences has the simple formwn'2vnt1wv ,
wherewv!1.

When all layers are in the resistive state or in the limita→0, we havedm50, and
the IVC atT50 has the form

j 5 j cH u~2D02V!F2D0

V
K S V

2D0
D2ES V

2D0
D G1u~V22D0!FK S 2D0

V D2ES 2D0

V D G J . ~14!

At low voltages the slope of the IVC~14! is described by the conductivitysq

5pes jc /D05e2/8pl2D0. This value agrees with the experimental data of Ref. 7
differs by a factor of 8/p2 from the conductivity at zero bias in the presence of resona
scattering. The expression~14! contains a logarithmic peak atV52D0 and a descending
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branch at higher voltages, which is not observed in the experimental IVCs. This s
that our approach is inapplicable at high voltagesV, where electrons with energy differ
ing from the Fermi energy by an amount of the order ofD0 come into the picture. Such
electrons are strongly scattered by spin fluctuations, and interactions with spin flu
tions will broaden the logarithmic peak and lead to a finite resistance at high volta

Let us now consider the situation where some junctions formed by supercondu
layers are in a resistive state and the others are in a superconducting state. An ac
is transported through the superconducting layers in the form of a displacement cu
The total dc voltage is the sum of the voltages across the junctions in the resistive
and the number of branches in the IVC is equal to the number of junctions. In add
in the limit of small a, the branchn is described by the first term in Eq.~14! with V
replaced byV/n. For v@vp the current density calculated with an arbitrary ratio b
tweendmn and ẇn andT50 has the form

j n, n115A ẇn1dmn

~ ẇn2dmn!3
FK SAẇn

22dmn
2

2D0
D 2ESAẇn

22dmn
2

2D0
D G . ~15!

For finite a the form of the branches constructed as a function of the total voltage a
the c axis divided by the number of junctions depends on whether the neighbo
junctions are in a resistive or superconducting state. However, as follows from Eq~8!
and the estimates made below that formula, the contribution of the scalar poten
small. For values of the material parameters which were used above, different bra
differ by not more than 3–4%, and these differences decrease as the parametea de-
creases. We note the branches observed in the experiments on BSCCO have ess
the same form.4,5

In summary, the model with singletd-type pairing and coherent pairing describ
qualitatively the IVCs observed in the IJE regime with low voltages. Quasiparticle
sitions through the superconducting gap in the region of its nodes give a dissip
mechanism leading to a quasiparticle conductivity that is close to the observed valu
interaction induced, as a result of charge effects, between the Josephson junctions
by superconducting layers leads to negligible differences in the form of the branch
the IVCs with reasonable values of the parameters of the superconductor. For volta
the order ofD the model does not describe the experimental data. This is bec
electrons which interact strongly with spin fluctuations come into the picture.

I thank L. N. Bulaevski� and R. Kle�ner for a helpful discussion. This work wa
supported by Grant 98-02-17221 of the Russian Fund for Fundamental Researc
Grant 96053 of the Russian Government Program on Superconductivity.
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NMR on 55Mn in the single-crystal manganite La0.6Pb0.4Mn0.86Ni0.14O3

(TC5242 K), which exhibits metallic conductivity belowTC , is inves-
tigated in the temperature range 61–215 K. At low temperatures, to-
gether with a line corresponding to the averaged hyperfine field at the
55Mn nuclei ~the averaging is due to the motion of electronic holes
along Mn sites!, the NMR spectrum also contains two lines correspond-
ing to localized states Mn41 and Mn31. In the temperature range 100–
200 K it is found that the complicated NMR spectrum is transformed
into a single line on account of a delocalization of the holes in theeg

orbitals of manganese. A comparison of the NMR data with the tem-
perature dependence of the resistivity suggsets that a wide distribution
of charge-carrier mobilities exists in the crystal. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00820-8#

PACS numbers: 76.60.Es, 75.50.Dd, 72.60.1g

Ferromagnetic manganites based on LaMnO3 belong to a class of materials in whic
there is a close relationship between the electric and magnetic properties. These
pounds have been attracting intense attention in the last few years in connection w
anomalously large negative magnetoresistive effect near the magnetic ordering tem
ture of the Mn spins~see, for example, the reviews in Refs. 1–3!. To explain the simul-
taneous appearance of ferromagnetism and metallic conductivity when antiferroma
LaMnO3 is doped with divalent ions, Zener4 proposed a double-exchange model in whi
taking account of the strong intraatomic exchange interaction between localizedt2g elec-
trons and delocalizedeg electron holes results in parallel orientation of the spins
neighboring Mn ions. The double-exchange mechanism is based on the idea that
induces holes in theeg orbitals of manganese and results in a mixed Mn31/Mn41 va-
lence. We note that recent experimental investigations of the electronic structu
lanthanum manganites have cast doubt on this hypothesis.5

Nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR! on 55Mn nuclei is very sensitive to the state o
the electronic shell of manganese ions, since the hyperfine interaction with the int
3d electrons makes the main contribution to the local field on the nuclei. NMR on55Mn
nuclei in the system La12xCaxMnO3 (0.125<x<0.3) at low temperatures has been i
vestigated in Ref. 6. For compositions with metallic conductivity (x50.2, 0.3), a single
5330021-3640/99/70(8)/6/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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line at .375 MHz was observed. Such an NMR spectrum can be explained by
averaging of hyperfine fields at the55Mn nuclei as a result of the rapid motion of ele
tronic holes (f hop@ f NMR) along manganese sites. For compositions withx<0.175 addi-
tional lines at frequencies.320 and.410 MHz, corresponding to quasilocalized (f hop

! f NMR) Mn41 and Mn31 states, were observed in the NMR spectrum; this correl
with the semiconductor character of the conductivity. Similar results have recently
obtained7 for NMR on 55Mn nuclei in the system La12xSrxMnO3.

The substitution of other 3d elements for Mn ions has a large effect on the magn
and electric properties of manganites. As the concentration of the Fe, Ni, and Co
stituent ions increases, the Curie temperature and the spontaneous magnetization d
rapidly, while the semiconductor properties become more pronounced.8–12NMR on 55Mn
nuclei in Fe-substituted manganites La0.7Pb0.3Mn12yFeyO3 (0.0<y>0.17) was investi-
gated in Ref. 13. When the Mn ions were replaced by iron, together with a line c
sponding to the average hyperfine field on the55Mn nuclei, two additional lines corre
sponding to localized Mn41 and Mn31 ions were observed in the NMR spectrum atT
51.624.2 K. However, the temperature dependence of the NMR spectra was not
ied.

In the present letter, we report the results of an investigation of
temperature dependence of NMR on55Mn nuclei in the single-crystal manganit
La0.6Pb0.4Mn0.86Ni0.14O3 . Substitution of nickel for Mn ions likewise results in the loca
ization of holes in theeg orbitals of manganese and, correspondingly, a complica
NMR spectrum is observed at low temperatures. As the temperature increases, th
trum transforms into a single line associated with an increase in the velocity of elect
holes along manganese sites. The NMR data are compared with the temperature
dence of the resistivity.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND SAMPLES

The measurements were performed on an incoherent NMR spectrometer with
frequency scanning and analog accumulation of the signal. In the range 200–450 M
oscillatory loop with anV-shaped inductor was used for the resonance circuit in
high-frequency oscillator, which was at the same time the NMR sensor. This arrange
made for a substantially higher sensitivity compared to the long-line oscillator th
conventionally used in this frequency range, on account of the better filling of the s
by the sample. A double-pulse spin echo method was used to detect the NMR spec
temperatures below 100 K the form of the spectrum depends on the time intert
between the exciting and refocusing pulses~Fig. 1!. This is due to the difference in th
spin–spin relaxation timeT2 for different points of the spectrum. To obtain the true fo
of the NMR spectrum, in this case the data were extrapolated tot50 assuming an
exponentialt dependence of the spin-echo signal amplitude:

At5A0e22t/T2. ~1!

It should be noted that for the lowest valuest;225 ms a deviation was observed from
a monotonic variation of the form~1! of the spectrum as a function oft. This deviation
is evidently due to a large contribution of a signal from more rapidly relaxing nucle
the domain walls. For this reason, the corresponding spectra were not taken into a
in the extrapolation.
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Single-crystal La0.6Pb0.4Mn0.86Ni0.14O3 samples were grown at M. V. Lomonoso
Moscow State University by spontaneous crystallization from a flux. The results o
investigations of the magnetic and electric properties of the samples are presented
8.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The55Mn NMR spectra with the standard correction for anf 2 frequency dependenc
of the spin-echo signal amplitude and with a correction for the spin–spin relaxatio
presented in Fig. 2. At low temperatures a complicated spectrum is observed
frequency range 280–410 MHz. The decomposition of the spectrum atT561 K into
three Gaussian lines shows the contribution of the localized Mn41 ions (f NMR

.310 MHz), Mn31 ions (f NMR.375 MHz), and delocalized holes (f NMR.340 MHz),
as discussed above. It should be noted that such a decomposition makes it poss
describe adequately the change in the form of the spectrum as a function oft ~Fig. 1!,
assigning to each of the three lines its own timeT2 , which varies from 29ms for the line
corresponding to Mn41 up to 19ms for the line corresponding to Mn31. The more rapid
relaxation for Mn31 ions compared with Mn41 ions agrees with the results obtained
Ref. 6. The form of the NMR spectrum does not change much in the temperature
61–98 K~Fig. 2!. As the temperature increases above 98 K, the amplitude of the ce
line, corresponding to delocalized holes, starts to increase compared with the amp
of the peripheral lines. It is significant that atT5116 K, where the amplitudes of all line
are comparable, the presence of three peaks in the NMR spectrum is clearly v
Finally, atT;195 K the NMR spectrum transforms into a single line, whose width d

FIG. 1. 55Mn NMR spectra of La0.6Pb0.4Mn0.86Ni0.14O3 at T561 K for three values of the time intervalt
between the exciting and refocusing pulses, and the spectrum extrapolated to zero delay (s). The amplitude of
the spectra fort512, 20, and 28ms is magnified by a factor of 3.5, 8, and 19, respectively. The solid cur
represent the decomposition of the spectra into three lines with spin–spin relaxation ratesT2529, 26, and 19ms
for the bottom, middle, and top lines, respectively. The dashed curves are the result of a fitting proced
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not change with a further increase in temperature. The relative fraction of deloca
electronic holes at Mn sites (f hop@ f NMR) as a function of temperature is presented in F
3a, and the temperature dependences of the frequencies of the lines correspon
Mn41, Mn31, and delocalized holes is shown in Fig. 3b for the case when the N
spectra are decomposed into three lines of fixed width. Extrapolation of the tempe
dependences of the frequencies toT50 K gives f ;315 MHz for Mn41 and f

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the55Mn NMR spectra of La0.6Pb0.4Mn0.86Ni0.14O3 (s). The solid curves
represent the decomposition of the spectra into three lines with fixed width 30, 35, and 34 MHz for the b
middle, and top lines, respectively. The dashed curves are the result of a fitting procedure.

FIG. 3. a! Relative fraction of delocalized electronic holes at Mn sites as a function of temperatur!
Temperature dependence of the NMR frequencies for delocalized Mn41 and Mn31 ions and delocalized holes
The dashed curves were obtained by fitting a smooth curve to the data for the high-frequency line and n
izing to the frequency of the remaining lines.
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;385 MHz for Mn31. These values are somewhat lower than the frequencie
the corresponding lines which were observed at liquid-helium temperature
La0.85Ca0.15MnO3 ~320 and 410 MHz!6 and in La0.7Pb0.3Mn12yFeyO3 ~330 and 420
MHz!.13 The difference could be due to a different degree of covalence of the M
bonds in the three systems.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In Ref. 9 the decrease in the Curie temperature due to the substitution Ni~Co!→Mn
in La2/3Ca1/3MnO3 is due to the nonequivalence of the ground-state energy of neigh
ing Mn and Ni ~or Mn and Co! ions, which makes motion of electronic holes alo
the corresponding bonds impossible and, in consequence, makes the d
exchange mechanism less effective. The complicated55Mn NMR spectrum of
La0.6Pb0.4Mn0.86Ni0.14O3 at low temperatures attests to the appearance of quasiloca
Mn41 and Mn31 states as a result of the substitution Ni→Mn in accordance with this
model. It should be noted that all three lines in the NMR spectrum have a large N
gain h.2000, characteristic for a weakly anisotropic ferromagnet, and the same
perature dependence~dashed lines in Fig. 3b! as well as close relaxation timesT2 for
T>100 K. All this indicates a close relation between localized and delocalized hol
the microscopic level, i.e., we are dealing with a nonuniformity within the ferromagn
domains.

The transformation of a complicated NMR spectrum into a single line as the
perature increases~Fig. 2! attests to an increase in the velocity of holes along Mn sites
the same time, as one can see from Fig. 4, this effect does not result in a decre
resistivity. On the contrary, an increase of the resistivity, characteristic for ferromag
manganites with metallic conductivity, is observed in the temperature range 100–2
This behavior can be explained by assuming that the substitution Ni→Fe results in a wide
charge-carrier mobility distribution — from mobile itinerant carriers, which are resp
sible for the observed conductivity, to quasilocalized states, which result in the ap
ance of additional lines in the NMR spectrum at low temperatures. The number of m
itinerant carriers can be very small, since the resistance of an Ni-substituted crys
T577 K is 60 times greater than for unsubstituted La0.6Pb0.4MnO3 ~Ref. 8!. In this
situation, the transformation of the NMR spectrum could be due to thermal activatio

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the resistivity for single-crystal La0.6Pb0.4Mn0.86Ni0.14O3 .
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low-mobility charge carriers, which at low temperatures are localized because the do
exchange mechanism is ‘‘switched off’’ and which have a negligible effect on the r
tivity despite their large number.

This narrowing of the55Mn NMR spectra with increasing temperature as a resul
the change in the velocity of electronic holes along Mn sites has been observ
polycrystalline Pr0.7Ba0.3MnO3 ~Ref. 14!. The existence of quasilocalized Mn41 and
Mn31 states in this crystal at low temperatures is of a different nature the
La0.6Pb0.4Mn0.86Ni0.14O3 . Specifically, it is a result of the disorder in the lattice due to
large difference of the ionic radii of Pr31 and Ba21. It should be noted that since th
substitution Mn→Ni results in weaker disorder in the lattice, the NMR lines f
La0.6Pb0.4Mn0.86Ni0.14O3 are much narrower than for Pr0.7Ba0.3MnO3, which made it
possible to observe directly the intensity redistribution of the lines correspondin
localized and delocalized holes with increasing temperature.

In summary, using55Mn NMR we investigated in detail the temperature-induc
delocalization of electronic holes ineg orbitals of manganese in the Ni-substituted fe
romagnetic manganite La0.6Pb0.4Mn0.86Ni0.14O3 . Comparing the NMR data with the tem
perature dependence of the resistivity indicates the existence of a wide charge-
mobility distribution in this crystal.

We are sincerely grateful to M. M. Lukina for providing the single-crystal samp
and S. I. Khartsev for measuring the resistivity.
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Giant domain walls in a ferromagnet
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Giant domain walls with a width of;7 mm are observed on the sur-
face of a ferromagnet — an amorphous magnetically soft alloy. A
magnetooptic investigation shows that the walls have a Ne´el structure
in the subsurface region. The subsurface structure of these walls differs
substantially from that of the narrower walls previously observed in
iron, Permalloy, and amorphous materials. According to the theoretical
model of Scheinfein and co-workers, which relates the width of an
asymmetric Bloch wall in the bulk with the width at the surface, the
width of the wall in the bulk is estimated to be 3–4mm. © 1999
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00920-2#

PACS numbers: 75.60.Ch, 75.50.Bb

The subsurface structure of domain walls~DWs! in bulk ferromagnets has bee
successfully investigated for iron and hematite single crystals by Krinchik and Ben1

using a magnetooptic micromagnetometer. It was found that a 180° DW on the surfa
iron single crystals has a Ne´el structure, and its effective width isDs50.620.8 mm. The
experimentally observed structure corresponds to the model of an asymmetric Bloc
for bulk ferromagnets, in which a transition from a Bloch structure in the bulk of
crystal to a Ne´el structure in the subsurface region occurs by an asymmetric bendin
the wall.2 In Ref. 3 the fine structure of a 180° DW on the surface was inferred f
magnetooptic measurements, and it was shown that the fine structure of the w
uniquely related with the direction of its asymmetric bending. Using spin-polarized
tronic microscopy, Scheinfeinet al.4 have confirmed the existence of an asymme
Bloch wall in iron and other ferromagnets and they have shown by numerical simul
that the width of a 180° DW at the surface is approximately two times greater tha
width in the bulk. Another important result obtained in Ref. 4 is that the width of the
on the surface is determined only by the magnetocrystalline anisotropy constant~K! and
the exchange coupling constant~A! in the bulk of the ferromagnet and does not depe
on the surface anisotropy, surface magnetostriction, or other surface parameters.
magnetic anisotropy decreases, the widthDv of the DW in the bulk, determined by th
parameterAA/K, increases. According to the results of Ref. 4,Ds should also increase
with Dv . Indeed, 180° DWs wider than in iron have been observed at the surfa
ferromagnets with effective anisotropy less than in iron:Ds50.8 mm in Permalloy5 and
5390021-3640/99/70(8)/4/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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Ds50.9 and 1.7mm in amorphous ribbons.6 Ryan and Mitchell7 have observed very
wide walls (Ds52.7 mm! in Permalloy plates obtained by electrochemical deposition
the present letter we report the observation and investigation of a giant asymmetric
wall with effective widthDs57 mm in an amorphous ferromagnet.

The samples consisted of ribbons of magnetically soft amorphous alloy with
composition Fe76.1Cu1Nb3Si13.8B6.1. The ribbons were prepared using a new technolo
developed at the Urals State Technical University. Prior to pouring, the melt was
jected to time-and-temperature heat treatment regime in order to obtain a uniform
mogeneous, and equilibrium distribution of dopants at the macro- and microlevel
thereby to improve the magnetically soft properties of the alloy. The time and tem
ture parameters of the heat treatment of the liquid metal were determined from the r
of investigations of a complex of physical properties of the liquid metal.8 The ribbons
investigated were 28mm thick and 0.55 mm. Each sample contained one 180° D
perpendicular to the ribbon plane, lying at the center parallel to the long side and div
the sample into two domains, each approximately 0.3 mm wide.

The subsurface magnetic properties of the ribbons were investigated using a
netooptic micromagnetometer.3 Magnetization reversal of the samples was perform
with an 80 Hz ac magnetic field using Helmholtz coils. The amplitude of the field
varied from 0 to 3 Oe. The coercive force of the DW, determined by a magneto
method, was 0.01 Oe. The wall penetrates completely through the sample. Thi
determined by observing the wall on the free and contact sides of the ribbons.

Figure 1 shows curves ofd(x) — the equatorial Kerr effect~EKE!. These curves are
due to the magnetization componentI x at the surface of the sample inside the DW w
periodic rocking of the DW in the direction of thex axis. In the chosen coordinate syste
they axis is directed along the ribbon, and thez axis is perpendicular to the plane of th
ribbon. The curves were obtained for various values of the field amplitudeHy with the
entrance window of the photodetector moving in the focal plane of the microscope
the x axis perpendicular to the image of the DW. The displacementx of the entrance
window of the photodetector is scaled, taking account of the magnification of the m
scope, in the sample plane~see Refs. 1 and 3 for a more accurate description of
method used to investigate the DW!. The sign-alternating EKE curves presented in Fig

FIG. 1. EKE due to the magnetization componentI x in a DW for various values ofHy : curve1 — 0.16 Oe;
2 — 0.08 Oe;3 — 0.04;4 — 0.02 Oe.
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show that a 180° DW at the surface has a Ne´el magnetization componentI x ~see Refs. 1
and 3 for a more detailed discussion!. The absence of a normal magnetization compon
I z in the DW at the surface, as established by measuring the polar Kerr effect, show
the wall at the surface has a Ne´el structure. We determine the effective widthDs of the
wall, following Ref. 1, as the minimum distance between the positive and neg
extrema in the EKE curves, due to the componentI x , and realized as the amplitude of th
oscillations of the DW decreases. The position of the positive and negative ex
corresponds to points inside the wall, where the componentI x changes most rapidly. It is
evident from Fig. 1 thatDs>7 mm. The difference in the magnitude of the positive a
negative extrema in the dependenced(x) and the different extent of the sections wi
positive and negative values of the EKE are interesting. Such a difference has no
previously observed in iron1,3 or Permalloy5 or amorphous alloys.6 Figure 2 shows the
EKE due to the componentI y in the sample as a function of the coordinatex. In weak
fields, where the amplitude of the oscillations of the DW is much smaller than the w
of the wall, the EKE is due to the componentI y inside the wall itself~curve 4!. It is
evident from the figure that curve4 is asymmetric relative to its maximum: The effe
drops off rapidly to the left of the maximum, and it has a very flat form to the right of
maximum. This agrees with the behavior of curve4 ~Fig. 1! due to the componentI x in
the DW, which shows a distinct positive maximum and drops off very slowly w
increasingx to the right of this maximum.

Using the result of Ref. 4 that the structure of an asymmetric Bloch DW at
surface is determined only by the bulk magnetic parameters, it is possible to estima
width of the DW in the bulk of the experimental ribbons and the effective unia
anisotropy in the bulk. SettingDv5Ds/253.5 mm and usingA5131026 erg/cm from
Ref. 9 for an amorphous alloy with composition close to the composition studied her
obtain using the formulaDv5pAA/K the uniaxial anisotropy constant in the bu
K>80 erg/cm3. If it is assumed that a cubic magnetic anisotropy characterized
constantK1 exists in the material, then Lilley’s formulaDv510.87AA/K1 for the width
of a 180° DW in a cubic crystal can be used to estimateK1 ~Ref. 10!. Hence we obtain
K15960 erg/cm3. This is two orders of magnitude less than the magnetocrysta
anisotropy constant in iron silicideK1583104 erg/cm3 ~Ref. 9!.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Grant No.
99-0216595!.

FIG. 2. EKE due to the magnetization componentI y in the region of oscillations of the DW for different value
of Hy : 1 — 0.16 Oe;2 — 0.08 Oe;3 — 0.04;4 — 0.02 Oe.
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Contribution to the theory of spin relaxation at finite
temperatures in the odd-filling quantum Hall effect regime
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Spin relaxation in a two-dimensional electron gas~2D EG! is treated as
the establishment of equilibrium in a gas of spin excitons as a result of
processes that change the number of spin excitons. Coalescence is the
dominant channel above a temperature of the order of 1 K. The coa-
lescence of excitons can occurr as a result of spin–orbit and Coulomb
interactions in the 2D EG. The rate of coalescence falls exponentially at
low temperatures. The relaxation time is calculated, and the critical
temperature below which the main annihilation process becomes that
due to the exciton–phonon interaction is determined. ©1999 Ameri-
can Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!01020-8#

PACS numbers: 73.40.Hm, 71.10.Ca

1. Investigations of spin relaxation are one way to determine the fundamental
erties of a two-dimensional electron gas~2D EG!.1–8 On the one hand, the two
dimensionality strongly intensifies the spin–orbit interaction for conduction electron
GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructures, but, on the other hand, Coulomb correlations in the
tum Hall effect regime radically restructure the energy spectrum in a 2D EG, which
slow down, rather than speed up, relaxation~compare the experimental results of Re
1–3 and Ref. 4!.

The deviation of a 2D EG spin system from equilibrium can be described as
appearance of spin waves or, equivalently, spin excitons consisting of an effective h
the distribution of electrons polarized in the direction of the field and an electron
opposite spin, which are bound by the Coulomb interaction.9,10 The appearance of a
single spin exciton with nonzero 2D momentum changes by 1 the spin projection
electrons,Sz→Sz21 ~the z axis is directed along the magnetic field!. The total spinS
also decreases by 1:S→S21. The appearance of a spin exciton with zero momentum~a
so-called ‘‘zero’’ exciton; see Refs. 7 and 8! changes similarly the componentSz by 1 but
leavesS unchanged, which corresponds to a deviation of the total spinS from the
direction of the fieldB without a change in the value ofS itself. In both cases the spin
relaxation process can be described in terms of the annihilation or creation of
5430021-3640/99/70(8)/7/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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excitons, if the density of excitons with nonzero momentum is assumed to be sma

The experimental realization of an initial state as a state in which the spin o
entire system is rotated as a whole relative to its equilibrium direction encounters m
odological difficulties. In the experiment of Ref. 4, with odd filling (n52n11), the total
spin of the electrons always remained polarized in the direction of the field, but in
relaxation processS differed from the equilibrium value. Therefore, in this experime
the number of zero excitons was negligibly small compared with the total numb
excitons with nonzero momentum. In a previous work we studied the relaxation o
density of such ‘‘nonzero’’ excitons.8 The annihilation~or, conversely, creation! of a spin
exciton accompanied by the emission~absorption! of an acoustic phonon was studie
The process was determined by the spin–orbit or electron–phonon interactions.
result, the exciton lifetime turns out to be essentially independent of temperature1! and,
according to the calculations, more than an order of magnitude greater than the
measured in Ref. 4.

In addition to this, there exists another spin relaxation channel due to interex
collisions which lead to coalescence of excitons. This is the subject of the present
We shall estimate in this case the character of the temperature dependence for th
equilibration time. The annihilation of excitons in this case is due to the spin–
interaction and occurs without the participation of phonons. Energy conservation
elementary event requires that

e~q1!1e~q2!5e~ uq11q2u! , ~1!

wheree(q) is the energy of a spin exciton, which depends on the two-dimensional w
vectorq of the exciton. In our problem only valuesqlB!1 (l B is the magnetic length! are
important, so that

e~q!'ugmbBu1~qlB!2/M , ~2!

where M is the spin-exciton mass~in real heterostructuresM 21'40280 K, and the
Zeeman gap is such thatugmbBu'3 K at B510 T!. As a result, the relation~1! reduces
to q1•q2l B

25M ugmbBu, which in any case gives a lower limit for the total kinetic ener
of the interacting excitons: (q1

21q2
2) l B

2/2M>ugmbBu. In calculating the total annihilation
flux, the phase volumes of the wave vectors for which coalescence occurs will ente
the weight exp@2(q1

21q2
2)lB

2/2MT#, which will give a factor exp(2ugmbBu/T). The inverse
exciton lifetime for the process under study should be proportional to the exciton de
which at low temperatures near equilibrium will also behave as exp(2ugmbBu/T) ~see
Refs. 8 and 11!. Ultimately, for low values ofT the effective relaxation time is deter
mined by the exponential law exp(2ugmbBu/T). We shall see that forT'1.5 K ~this
temperature corresponds to the experiment of Ref. 4! the ‘‘coalescence’’ relaxation chan
nel is the dominant channel, and our calculation is in complete agreement wit
measurements performed in Ref. 4.

2. We write the single-particle Hamiltonian for the 2D electrons in a GaAs/AlGa
heterostructure:

H152ugmbBusz/21\vc@ l B
2k2/22v l B~k3s!z /A22ulB~k–s!/A2# . ~3!

Herevc5eB/me* c is the cyclotron frequency,l B is the magnetic length,s are the Pauli
matrices, andk is the 2D operatorki52 i¹ i1eAi /c\ ( i 5x,y). The term with the
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coefficientv appears because of the absence of mirror symmetry in theẑ direction and is
proportional to the normal component of the electric field in the 2D layer.12 The term
containing the parameteru appears because of the lifting of spin degeneracy in
conduction band of a crystal without a center of inversion.13 In writing the representation
~3! we assumed that the directionẑ normal to the layer of the 2D EG is parallel to one
the principal axes of the GaAs crystal. The final answers depend only on the combin
u21v2. For B510 T and an effective layer thicknessd55 nm ~see, for example, its
definition in Ref. 8!, one hasu21v2;102421025. This combination is inversely pro
portional toB, and in the asymptotic limitd→0 it is inversely proportional tod4 ~see
Ref. 8!.

The Hamiltonian~3!, up to terms first order inu andv inclusively, is diagonal in the
spinor basis:

Cnpa5S cnp

vAn11cn11 p1 iuAncn21 p
D ,

Cnpb5S 2vAncn21 p1 iuAn11cn11 p

cnp
D , ~4!

wherecnp(r )5L21/2eipyfn(plB
21x) is the wave function of an electron in the Landa

gauge (L3L is the size of the 2D system,fn is the oscillator function of thenth
harmonic!. The corresponding expansion of the single-electron creationC1(r ) and an-
nihilation C(r ) operators with respect to the basis of statesa andb ~4! can be substituted
into the formula

Hint5
1

2 E dr1dr2C1~r1!C1~r2!Ṽ~r12r2!C~r2!C~r1! ~5!

to obtain the effect of Coulomb Hamiltonian of the 2D EG. We shall solve the prob
in the strong magnetic field approximation~see Refs. 9, 10, and 14 as well as Refs. 7
and 15!. This makes it possible to find for integer filling factors, to a first approximat
in the parameterEC /\vc (EC5e2/« l B is the characteristic Coulomb energy!, exact
answers for the eigenstates of the lower part of the spectrum.9,10,14It is convenient to use
the so-called excitonic representation,7,8,15,16switching from Fermi creation and annih
lation operators in the states~4! in the operators

Qq
15

1

AN (
p

e2 iqxpb
p1

qy

2

1
ap2

qy

2
,

S Aq
1

Bq
1 D 5S A2q

B2q
D5

1

N (
p

e2 iqxpS a
p1

qy

2

1
ap2

qy

2

b
p1

qy

2

1
bp2

qy

2

D ~6!

~see also Refs. 17 and 18!. HereN is the number of magnetic-flux quanta, equal in t
case of an odd filling factor to the number of electrons in the highest nonemptynth
Landau level. In formulas~6! the orbital indexn is dropped. It is assumed to be the sam
for all statesa andb, since spin excitations are studied within one level. The generato
the spin-excitonic states is the operatorQq

1 , which acts on the ground stateu0&. We shall
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consider only odd filling factors, so that in the stateu0& the spins of all the electrons in
the nth Landau level are aligned along the magnetic field. The complete Hamiltonia
the electrons in the excitonic representation can be expressed in terms of the opera~6!,
and only the terms which do not commute withQq

1 are ‘‘important.’’ Moreover, in the
first-order approximation with respect toEC /\vc it is sufficient to consider only terms
which do not ‘‘mix’’ different Landau levels.

We therefore writeH5H11H21H 28 . HereH1 is the part of the single-electro
Hamiltonian *drC1H1C that does not commute withQq

1 , specifically, H1

5ugmbBuB0. The corresponding partH2 of the operator~5! in the zeroth approximation
in the spin–orbit parametersu andv can also be expressed in terms of excitonic opera
~6!; ultimately, it determines the spin-wave spectrume(q) ~see Refs. 9, 10, and 14!. We
shall be interested in only small values ofq. Then formula~2! with

1

M
5 l B

2 E
0

` q3dq

4p
V~q!e2q2l B

2 /2@Ln~q2l B
2/2!#2 ~7!

is valid. Finally,H 28 represents the terms of the operator~5! which are of first order in
the parametersu andv:

H 285N 1/2 (
q

~ iuq12vq2!U~q!~Aq
11Bq

1!Qq1h.c., ~8!

where the functionU(q) can be expressed in terms of the Fourier componentV(q) of the
Coulomb potentialṼ(r ) averaged in the layer, and the Laguerre polynomialU(q)

5V(q)e2q2l B
2 /2@Ln(q2l B

2/2)#2/2p l B
2 ~we used in Eq.~8! the conventional notationq6

57 i (qx6 iqy)/A2).

3. An elementary event corresponds to a transition from the stateuq1 ,q2&
5Qq1

1 Qq2

1 u0& into the stateuq11q2&5Qq11q2

1 u0& or vice versa. The two-exciton stat

uq1 ,q2& is ‘‘almost’’ an eigenstate with energye(q1)1e(q2), since @H11H2 ,
Qq1

1 Qq2

1 ] u0&5@e(q1)1e(q2)#uq1 ,q2&1 . . . , where the dots denote negligibly sma

terms with a norm of the order ofEC /N 1/2. The operator~8! does not conserve th
number of excitons and determines the transition matrix element

M~q1 ,q2!5^q11q2uH 28uq1 ,q2& . ~9!

The latter quantity can be found quite easily using the commutation relations presen
Ref. 8 for the operators~6!. For smallq1 andq2 a calculation gives

M~q1 ,q2!5
2l B

MN 1/2
@ iu~q121q22!2v~q111q21!#, q1l B!1, q2l B!1 , ~10!

whereM is determined by formula~7!.

The relaxation rate or, equivalently, the total flux of annihilating excitons is de
mined by the standard perturbation theory formula

R5
1

2 (
q1 ,q2

2p

\
uM~q1 ,q2!u2d~e11e22e12!@n1n2~11n12!2n12~11n1!~11n2!#.

~11!
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For compactness, here we have introduced the notatione i5e(qi), ni5n(e i) ( i 51,2),
e125e(uq11q2u), andn125n(e12), wheren(e) is the Bose distribution function of the
excitons

n~e!5
1

exp@~e2m!/T#21
~m,ugmbBu! . ~12!

It is assumed that thermal equilibrium is established between excitons much more r
then the excitons are annihilated~i.e., much more rapidly than the spin relaxes!.

Equations~1!, ~2!, ~9!, and~12! completely determine the fluxR. It is a function of
B,T, and the numberN of excitons in the system. The chemical potential is given by
relation between the number of excitons with the total spin of the 2D EG:N(m)5N
2S ~see Refs. 8 and 11!; in addition,Num505N0, whereN0 is the equilibrium number of
excitons. We shall calculate the relaxation rate in its final stage, whereuDSu[N2N0

!N0. In this case, the inequalitym!T should hold. Switching in Eq.~11! from summa-
tion to integration, we findR5(N2N0)/t II , where the inverse spin relaxation tim
depends only onT andB:

1/t II~B,T!5
2p

\
~u21v2!ugmbBuexp~22ugmbBu/T!F~ ugmbBu/T! . ~13!

The functionF(b) is given by the expression

F~b!5
1

pb E E
jh.b2/4

djdh ~j1h!eb2j2h

~jh2b2/4!1/2~12e2b2j!~12e2b2h!~12e22b2j2h!
, ~14!

and it decreases smoothly, assuming the valuesF(b!1)'1.86/b2, F(1)'2.92, and
F(b@1)'1. We note thatT appearing in Eq.~13! is the temperature of the 2D EG at th
moment the equilibrium spin is established.

Formula ~13! confirms the exponential temperature dependence of the relax
rate. We note that the mass of the spin exciton does not enter in the final an
However, the implicit dependence on the numbern of the Landau level is determined b
the magnetic fieldB, giving an integer filling factorn52n11 with a fixed surface
electron density.

4. Comparing the answer~13! with the experimentally measured relaxation time w
can estimate the value ofu21v2. Following Ref. 4, settingB54.9 T, T51.5 K, and
t II'10 ns, we findu21v2'231024. This agrees completely with the theoretical es
mates and the experimentally measured spin–orbit interaction parameters.

The inverse relaxation time~13! can be compared with the corresponding value
t I

21 determined by the electron–phonon interaction8 ~in this case the answer depends
the massM ). It is evident that the total inverse spin relaxation time is the sum

1/tSR51/t I11/t II , ~15!

wheret I(B,T) is given by Eq.~6.30! in Ref. 8. We shall perform the calculation fo
1/M519B1/2 K and u21v25103/B (B in teslas!. The result is2!
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1

t I
54.83104@TB1/2g1~b!1190T2B23g2~b!# s21,

1

t II
52.483108e22bF~b! s21. ~16!

Here b5ugmbBu/T'0.3B/T ~the field was measured in teslas and the temperatur
kelvins!, while the functionsgk are determined in Ref. 8 (gk(b@1)'k, gk(b!1)
}b). The temperature dependence of the total inverse relaxation time~15! is shown in
Fig. 1. For different values of the field the transition from the low-temperature reg
determined by the timet I , to the high-temperature regime, with characteristic timet II ,
occurs at different values ofT. The transition region is clearly seen in the figure p
sented, since the sign of the second derivatived2tSR

21/dT2 changes in the process.

The temperature of the transition from one relaxation regime to another ca
determined from the equationt I(B,T* )5t II(B,T* ). The result shown in Fig. 2 does no
depend on the magnitude of the spin–orbit interaction. The range of values ofB andT
under the curveT* (B) corresponds to the spin relaxation channel withtSR.t I , and
correspondingly the region above the curve corresponds to the channeltSR.t II . Evi-

FIG. 1. Total inverse spin relaxation time~15! versus the temperature for three different values of the magn
field: 5, 10, and 15 T. The arrows indicate the region of the transition from the low- to the high-tempe
relaxation regime.

FIG. 2. Transition temperatureT* as a function of the magnetic field. The region I corresponds to the first
relaxation channel~the corresponding timet I is calculated in Ref. 8!. In the range II of fields and temperature
the relaxation is determined by the timet II ~see expressions~15! and ~16! in the text!.
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dently, the experimental conditions of Ref. 4 are characterized by the parametersB andT
corresponding to values deep in the region II. We hope that this work will serve
stimulus for experiments in a wider range of magnetic fields and temperatures~with a
fixed odd filling factor!, so that it would be possible to observe a transition between
different relaxation regimes.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research.

* !e-mail: dickmann@issp.ac.ru
1!The temperature dependence for this relaxation channel is due to the fact that the spin–orbit interaction

proportional to the 2D wave vectorq of the excitons, effectively becomes weaker with increasing tempera
since^q2&}T.

2!The remaining parameters required to calculatet I are presented in Ref. 8. We note that the numerical estim
given there for the excitonic mass was obtained for the ultra-two-dimensional case~i.e., d! l B). Moreover, in
Ref. 8 we did not distinguish between the longitudinal and transverse sound velocities. Now we have
into account the fact that longitudinal phonons contribute to the deformation interaction, and the ‘‘piez
tric’’ part in our specific case is determined only by the transverse phonons.
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The evolution of the characteristic electron energy loss spectra accom-
panying the deposition of cesium on GaAs~100! surfaces with various
superstructural reconstructions is studied experimentally. It is shown
that the appearance of loss peaks in the GaAs band gap for Cs cover-
agesuCs.0.5 monolayers is due to resonances in the longitudinal and
transverse polarizability of two-dimensional metallic clusters of ada-
toms. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~99!01120-2#

PACS numbers: 81.15.Ef, 73.40.2c, 68.35.Bs

A gallium arsenide surface with adsorbed layers of alkali metals is of great int
for investigating the interaction of adatoms with semiconductors. Thus far the
complete data on the structure and electronic properties of such systems have
obtained for the nonpolar GaAs~110! face.1 Specifically, it has been shown by scannin
tunneling microscopy~STM! that ordered one-dimensional rows form on the C
GaAs~110! surface at low coveragesuCs,0.5 monolayers~ML !, while for uCs.0.5 ML
two-dimensional clusters of cesium adatoms form.2 In Ref. 3 intense peaks with energie
E'0.4 eV ~L1 peak! and 1 eV~L2 peak! in the band gap of the semiconductor we
observed in the characteristic electron energy loss spectra for a Cs/GaAs~110! surface
with uCs>0.5 ML. These peaks were attributed to the formation of a Mott–Hubb
insulator state, arising as a result of Coulomb correlations in a system of two-dimen
electrons. For the GaAs~110! surface this idea was substantiated theoretically in Ref
Later, comparison of the loss spectra measured with various alkali metals deposite
GaAs~110! surface made it possible to suggest an alternative picture for the form
and the electronic properties of such a surface: the formation of two-dimensional clu
of adatoms with a metallic electronic spectrum.5 To determine the generality of th
phenomenon observed and the validity of the models proposed in Refs. 3–5,
present work we studied experimentally the evolution of the characteristic electro
ergy loss spectra as Cs was deposited on the polar face GaAs~100! with various super-
structural reconstructions.
5500021-3640/99/70(8)/6/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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The experiment was performed onp-~100!GaAs epitaxial layers with hole densit
p'1018 cm23. A pure GaAs~100! surface with various superstructural reconstructio
was prepared using the method described in Ref. 6 by removing the oxides in a so
of HCl in isopropyl alcohol in a dry nitrogen atmosphere, transferring the sample
hermetically sealed container without contact with air into an ADES-500 ultrah
vacuum electron spectrometer, and subsequent heating in vacuum. The base pres
the analytic and preparatory chambers were 3310211 and 8310211 torr, respectively.
The surface structure and composition were determined by low-energy electron d
tion ~LEED! and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy~XPES!. Cesium deposition and al
measurements were performed at room temperature. The effective thicknessuCs of the
cesium coating was determined from the dependence of the area of the photoem
peak Cs3d5/2 on the cesium deposition time~dose!. As the dose increases, the area of t
peak, which is proportional to the amount of Cs on the surface, increased and
saturated. The thickness of the coating corresponding to the saturated value of the
the peak was taken as one monolayeruCs51 ML.7 The characteristic loss spectra we
measured with incident electron energy 15 eV, with total energy resolution not w
than 90 meV, and angular resolution 1.5°.

Figure 1 shows the characteristic electron energy loss spectra measured w
deposition on a pure As-stabilized surface with (234) reconstruction. It is seen that o

FIG. 1. Evolution of electron energy loss spectra with cesium adsorption on an As-stabilized~100!GaAs(2
34) surface. The solid line shows a peak due to elastically reflected electrons.T5300 K, q i5qs560°. Inset:
Integrated intensity of the losses in the GaAs band gap versusuCs. The circles show the dependence obtain
with Cs deposited on an As-stabilized~100!GaAs(234) surface; the triangles are for a Ga-stabiliz
~100!GaAs(432) surface. The lines are drawn as an aid to the eye.
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the clean surface there are no energy losses to transitions involving the participat
surface states in the GaAs band gapEg'1.42 eV.8 The weak peak atE'0.36 eV is due
to the excitation of vibrations of the C–H bonds of the residual methane radicals, w
density<0.01 ML.6 When up to half a monolayer of cesium is deposited, the thres
of the transitions shifts to lower energies, and the intensity of the losses increase
stantially ~severalfold! in the entire energy range. ForuCs'0.5 ML coverage two loss
peaks L1 and L2 withE'0.52 eV and 1.05 eV, respectively, appear in the spectrum,
they increase rapidly asuCs increases further. Similar changes occurred in the loss spe
with Cs deposited on a Ga-stabilized~100!GaAs(432) surface and on a surface wit
intermediate composition and (331)/(336) reconstruction. The inset in Fig. 1 show
the curves of the integrated intensity of the electron energy losses in the band gap
the coverage for cases where cesium is deposited on As- and Ga-stabilized GaA~100!
surfaces. It is seen that both dependences have a threshold character and are due
to an increase in the intensity of the L1 and L2 peaks foruCs.0.5 ML.

The qualitative similarity of the loss spectra measured in this work with Cs de
ited on GaAs~100! surfaces with various superstructures and the similarity with spe
obtained previously on the nonpolar Cs/GaAs~110! face3 attest to the universality of the
mechanisms leading to the formation of the structure and electronic properties o
interface of gallium arsenide with adsorbed cesium layers. It can be inferred tha
appearance of the loss peaks L1 and L2 on a Cs/GaAs~100! surface, just as on a Cs
GaAs~110! surface,2,3,5 is due to a phase transition, in which individual Cs atoms co
bined into close-packed two-dimensional clusters. The reason for the transition is t
the coverage increases, the dipole–dipole repulsion arising between polarized c
adatoms as a result of the depolarization effect is replaced by attraction as a result
formation of a lateral bond between the adatoms.

In Ref. 3 the peaks L1 and L2 were explained by the formation of a Mott–Hub
insulator state in the Cs/GaAs~110! system with coverage 0.5<uCs<1 ML. Specifically,
the peak L1 was attributed to a transition through the gap in a Hubbard insulator. A
same time, in a recent work5 comparison of the loss spectra measured on~110!GaAs
interfaces with various alkali metals revealed a correlation between the positions
L1 and L2 peaks with the energy of surface plasmons in metals. Moreover, a
thickness of the coating increased above 1 ML~at low temperature!, the L2 peak shifted
toward the energy of surface plasmons of the metal. Together with the results of sca
tunneling microscopy,2 these data attest to the formation of two-dimensional cluster
adatoms with a metallic electronic spectrum. The L2 peak was interpreted as excitat
plasmons in two-dimensional clusters, and the L1 peak was interpreted as excitat
coupled plasma oscillations in a system of clusters.5 In this picture the increase in th
intensity and the constancy of the energy positions of the peaks were explained
fact that asuCs increases, the area occupied by clusters increases, while the dens
adatoms in the clusters remains unchanged.

To further clarify the nature of the peaks L1 and L2, we measured the loss sp
on a Cs/GaAs~100! surface for various angles of incidenceq i and scatteringqs of
electrons~Fig. 2!. As the angles vary, the energy position of the peaks L1 and L2 rem
constant near 50 meV and 100 meV, respectively, in agreement with the results f
~110!GaAs surface.3,5 At the same time, the ratio of the amplitudes of the peaks depe
strongly on the angles: it is seen from Fig. 2 that the amplitude of the L2 peak incr
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with q i and qs . An increase in the inelastic loss efficiency with decreasing angle
tween the momentum vectors of the incident and scattered electrons~for scattering by the
surface — for the lowest-angle trajectories! is characteristic for the excitation of long
tudinal plasma oscillations.9 Thus the measured angular dependences allow us to
clude that the peak L2 corresponds to longitudinal plasmons in two-dimensional ce
clusters. We note that to describe such plasmons correctly, the partial transfer of c
from electropositive cesium atoms to the orbitals of surface atoms of the semicond
must be taken into account.1

The amplitude of the peak L1 as a function of the angles varies much more s
than the amplitude of the peak L2. Therefore the peak L1 is of a different nature a
not associated with the excitation of longitudinal plasmons. Judging from its en
position, the peak L1 could be due to single-particle transitions of electrons from
GaAs valence band into empty metal-induced states above the Fermi level.10 The simi-
larity of the dose dependences of the intensities of the L1 and L2 peaks can be exp
by the influence of the two-dimensional plasma on the single-particle transitions.
well-known that the interaction of plasma oscillations and single-particle transition
sults in combined excitations — so-called interband~transverse! plasmons.11–13 There-
fore the peak L1 can be interpreted as a transverse excitation in two-dimensional c
clusters.

Longitudinal two-dimensional plasmons are gapless and possess strong disp

FIG. 2. Loss spectra measured on a Cs/~100!GaAs surface withuCs51 ML for different angles of incidenceq i

and scatteringqs of electrons. The spectra1–3 correspond to fixedq i560° and differentqs585° ~curve1!,
60° ~2!, and 10°~3!. Spectrum4 corresponds toq i5qs530°. The spectra1, 2, and4 are shifted along the
ordinate by 1, 0.5, and 0.2 units, respectively. The lines are drawn as an aid to the eye. Inset: Schematic
of the geometry of the experiment.
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For small wave vectorsq the plasmon frequencyv2D}Aq ~Ref. 11!. However, a strong
dependence of the position of the L2 peak~and also the L1 peak! on the angle of
emergence of the scattered electrons is not observed, either for the Cs/GaAs~110! surface
studied in Refs. 3 and 5 or for the Cs/GaAs~100! surface studied in the present work. Th
reason seems to be that plasma oscillations are localized in clusters, so that the ob
frequency corresponds to a finite value of the wave vector of the order of the recip
of the cluster size.14 It should be underscored that in contrast to Cs/GaAs~110!,2 the
Cs/GaAs~100! surface withuCs'1 ML is disordered, so that the description of eleme
tary surface excitations using a dispersion law is, strictly speaking, inapplicable. In
15 disordering was observed using an STM with Cs deposited on an As-stab
~100!GaAs(234) surface. We determined the degree of disorder of the Cs/GaAs~100!
interface by the LEED method and by measuring the widthDqs of the angular distribu-
tion of elastically scattered electrons. For all initial reconstructions,Dqs increased from
Dqs'5° on the clean surface toDqs;p for uCs'1 ML. On a ~100!GaAs(234)
surface an increase in the background, due to diffusely scattered electrons, and br
ing of the reflections in the LEED pattern were observed starting atuCs;0.1 ML, and at
uCs;0.5 ML the (234) superstructure completely vanished. The Ga-stabilized sur
was found to be more resistant to disordering. ForuCs,0.3 ML no degradation of the
LEED pattern was observed, in agreement with the results of Ref. 16 on the obser
of diffusion and ordering of Cs on a Cs/GaAs~100! surface at low coverage; the (
32) superstructure remained right up to 0.75 ML and transformed into (131) only for
uCs'1 ML. Thus, essentially identical behavior of the loss spectra is observed
well-ordered Cs/GaAs~110! surface,2,3,5 on a disordered Cs/GaAs~100! interface with
initial As-stabilized (234) reconstruction, and on an interface with an intermed
order, obtained by depositing cesium on a Ga-stabilized surface with (432) reconstruc-
tion.

In conclusion, we note that the results obtained show that a Cs/GaAs surface
a Hubbard insulator but rather a two-dimensional metal. For explaining the elect
spectrum it is important that the cesium layer is a ‘‘granular metal,’’ i.e., it consist
two-dimensional clusters. A characteristic feature of a polar GaAs face with~100! orien-
tation is the disordering of the Cs/GaAs~100! interface with;1 ML Cs deposited on
surfaces with various reconstructions. The electronic spectrum of the Cs/GaAs~100! in-
terface at sufficiently large coveragesuCs.0.5 ML is universal and is due to longitudina
and transverse excitations in two-dimensional metallic clusters. One of the charact
electron energy loss peaks~the one atE'1 eV! is due to the excitation of localized
longitudinal plasmons in cesium clusters, and the other~at E'0.5 eV! is tentatively
attributed to transitions from the valence band into metal-induced states. These
also appear to be valid for GaAs interfaces with other alkali metals.

We thank N. S. Ruda for growing the epitaxial GaAs layers and A. O. Govo
A. V. Chaplik, and M. V. Éntin for helpful discussions and remarks. This work w
supported by the program ‘‘Surface Atomic Structures’’ of the Ministry of Scie
~Grant 4.4.99! and by the program ‘‘Integration’’ of the Ministry of Education of th
Russian Federation through Novosibirsk State University~Project 274!.
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Characteristic features of the formation of the resistive
state in a Bi 2Sr2CaCu2Oy crystal

V. N. Zavaritski * )
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The effect of a magnetic fieldH'(ab) on the transverse current–
voltage characteristics~IVCs! of the mixed state of a single crystal of
the layered superconductor Bi2Sr2CaCu2Oy ~BSCCO! is investigated.
It is established that in a wide range of temperatures and fields above
the irreversibility line the initial part of the IVC is described by the law
V}I g with g.1. As the current increases further, this law is replaced
by a section whereV}exp(I). It is established that the multivalued,
multibranch characteristics, interpreted as a manifestation of an internal
Josephson effect, do not change appreciably when the crystal passes
into a state with nonzero linear resistance. The character of the depen-
dence of the characteristic switching current on the first resistive
branch,I J(H,T), is determined. ©1999 American Institute of Phys-
ics. @S0021-3640~99!01220-7#

PACS numbers: 74.72.Hs, 74.50.1r

The layered structure of a material is manifested in many macroscopic propert
high-Tc superconductors~HTSCs!, specifically, in the characteristics of the mixed sta
which are the subject of intense study.1 Nonetheless, the physical picture is far fro
complete; in particular, there has been a need for more systematic investigation
example, conclusions about the characteristic features of the dynamics of vortic
different regions of theH –T diagram are largely based on the results of measuremen
the resistance, while there are only a very few investigations of the current–vo
characteristics~IVCs! of HTSC crystals,2–5 and those have been designed to investig
the ‘‘internal’’ Josephson effect~IJE! and have used relatively insensitive apparatus
have set out to measure the critical current, which was determined according t
moment at which a measurable voltage appeared. They have thus ignored the que
asymmetry of the IVC, to say nothing of hysteresis phenomena, which at best were
mentioned. Moreover, it has been asserted in a number of works that the transvers
of Bi2Sr2CaCu2Oy ~BSCCO! crystals are nonlinear in the normal state and in the mi
state;4,5 this result requires rethinking the entire set of resistive measurements, w
presumed the system response to be linear.

In the present work the transverse IVCs of a BSCCO crystal were used to stud
effect of an external fieldH'(ab) on the character of the destruction of the nondissi
5560021-3640/99/70(8)/7/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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tive state of a layered superconductor. The experiments were performed at a le
sensitivity more than four orders of magnitude higher than that used in Refs. 2, 4, a
Experimental evidence was obtained for the Ohmic nature of the system in a wide
of fields and temperatures above the irreversibility line, and it was established th
nonlinearities of IVC develop at higher electric field intensities. It was shown that
complicated form of the single-valued part of the IVC can be satisfactorily describe
the flux-creep model modified for the case of low barriers. The character of the d
dence of the characteristic switching current on the first resistive branch,I J(H,T), was
determined and it was found that the multivalued, multibranch characteristics in th
regime do not change appreciably when the crystal passes into a state with a n
linear resistance.

The basic results were obtained on a'1.5 mm thick BSCCO crystal with basa
plane dimensions'3503215 mm. The critical temperature,Tc0.91.260.2 K, was de-
termined at the levelR51024R(95 K) according to the temperature dependence of
transverse resistanceR(T), which was measured in a laboratory field using an ac bri
~5–10 mA! at 25–77 Hz. A previously tested method was used to monitor the ma
scopic uniformity of the composition of and the absence of blocks in the sample.6 The
measurements were performed using a four-contact scheme. Methods for preparin
resistance electric contacts and securing the crystal were described previously.7

The quasistationary IVCs were measured in the constant-current-source regim
noise of the level of circuit did not exceed 2 nV in a 15 T field. The experiments w
performed in a short-circuited solenoid at constant (65 mK) temperature. A re-entran
method was used to monitor the reproducibility of the characteristics and to ‘‘follow’’
quasiparticle branches, so that each IVC was measured at least three times. In m
ments of the initial section of a characteristic, the current through the sample wa
creased from zero with constant step on a logarithmic scale~10–100 points per decade!;
the initial increment was 1029 A. To determine the location of the jump on the fir
resistive branch, the steady voltage drop on the sample was compared with the
measured at the preceding step, and the currentI J corresponding to the measureme
before the value of this difference reached the threshold value 0.2dV, wheredV is the
characteristic magnitude of the first jump~see Fig. 1!, was recorded. The value ofI J was
refined in the course of the measurements with repeated passage over the re
branches; the current scan step was fixed at a level of 0.1–0.2 times the last incr
used in the first step. The measurements were performed in the range 20–100 K
temperature of the sample was measured with a calibrated CGR-2000 thermo
placed in the experimental cell. Thermal contact was obtained with a heat-exchang
For active temperature monitoring6 additional temperature sensors, resistive and cap
tive, placed near the cell were used. The orientation of the sample relative to the ex
field was reproducibly set directly during in the experiment according to the maximu
the angular dependence of the resistance in the mixed state of the crystal. In a num
experiments, simultaneous measurements were performed of the characteristic
large-area sample ('3153810 mm!, whose disorientation angle did not exceed 5°. A
ditional monitoring for the absence of superheating effects was performed by comp
the IVC of the main crystal with these characteristics.

It was established that in the entire experimental range of fields and temperatur
transverse IVC of a BSCCO crystal is symmetric with respect to a change in the si
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the current and is qualitatively similar to the typical characteristics of the IJE.2,5 As one
can see from the main panel in Fig. 1, a complicated characteristic forms whe
current exceedsI J : It is single-valued within each resistive branch and hysteretic in
region of transitions between branches.1!

In contrast to Refs. 2 and 5, which identified the initial section of the IVC o
layered HTSC with a nondissipative Josephson supercurrentI J , we observed that in a
wide range of fields and temperatures the multivalued, multibranched IVCs de
against the background consisting of a single-valued resistive ‘‘pedestal,’’ which s
to be due to the dynamics of the vortex system. As is evident from the inset in Fig. 1
from Fig. 2a, the initial sections of the characteristics can be approximated by a p
law V}I g with g.1.

This character of the IVC of a system of Josephson junctions could be due t
successive activation of an additional normal resistance, for example, accompanyi
suppression of superconductivity of the subsurface layers of the crystal because
breakdown of oxygen stoichiometry or as a result of diffusion of the conducting c
posite in the process of annealing the contacts.5 However, the agreement of the~i! abso-
lute values of the resistance, determined from the initial sections of the IVCs in the l
response region (g.1) and measured for a weak current,~ii ! the character of its field and
temperature dependences, whose variation over more than four decades is satisf
described by the relation7 R(H,T)}Hb(T)exp(2U/T), and ~iii ! the 20–30% agreemen
between estimates of the transverse resistivity for our samples,rc(100 K)'10220
V•cm, and reference data8 show that the contribution from the above-mentioned paras
effects is not the major factor — on the contrary, the resistive ‘‘pedestal’’ reflects
physical properties of the experimental object.

FIG. 1. Typical transverse IVC of a BSCCO crystal; the double-headed arrows in the main panel indica
single-valued sections of the IVC, the arrows show jumps between the resistive branches. The result
measurements withH.3.3 kOe andT.35.1 K are presented. Inset: The same data are presented in log
and semilogarithmic scales: the arrows on the curves indicate the corresponding abscissa; the hatc
shows the sensitivity level characteristic for an IJE experiment;2,5 the dotted lines show the fit by a power law
V;I g, and the dot-and-dash line shows the relationV}exp(U0 /T)sinh(U0j/Tj0).
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As the current increases, the power law is replaced by a section of leading grow
the voltage, where the curve follows the empirical relationV5Aexp(I/I0), which is ob-
vious from a semilogarithmic representation of the data, likewise presented in the in
Fig. 1 ~top curve and scale!. Analysis of the entire array of characteristics investigated
the present work established that the characters of the temperature and field depen
A(H,T) andR(H,T) are identical, which indicates that the same physical mechanis
responsible for these diverse sections of the IVCs. This result is direct experim
evidence of the adequacy of the model of thermally activated flux creep, modified fo
case of low barriers and high temperatures,9 which predicts the following dependence
the vortex velocityf on the current densityj: f ;exp(2U0 /T)sinh(U0j/Tjc), which satis-
factorily fits the entire single-valued part of the characteristic~see the dot-and-dash lin
in the inset in Fig. 1!.

The typical character of the variation of the parameters of the transverse IVCs a
‘‘line of irreversibility’’ H* (T* ) is crossed is illustrated in Fig. 2a, which shows t
results of an analysis of a series of characteristics measured for a number of tempe
under the conditions of a fixed external field. As one can see, the exponentg, which
remains virtually constant at high temperatures, shows rapid growth as the tempe
decreases belowT* . It is natural to attribute this growth to a transition of the vort
system from the liquid phase~with a quasi-Ohmic response! into an ordered phase~with
a nonvanishing supercurrent!. This result is supported by the character of the depende
of the critical current2! I c , which vanishes at this temperature. We note that, besides
data presented, this transition is also probably manifested in the systematic devia

FIG. 2. a! Temperature dependences of the parameters of the IVC near the irreversibility line forH50.55 kOe;
g, I c , andI J are shown by crosses, filled circles, and open squares, respectively. The dashed and dot-a
lines show fits of these dependences byg,I c}(T* 2T)0.5 andI J}(1002T); the arrow shows the position of the
irreversibility line, T* . b! Temperature dependencesI J(T) determined for a set of fields whose values a
indicated on the curves; dashed curves — fit of the dependenceI J}ATc2T to the data.
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the dependencesA(T) away from the simple thermal activation law observed nearT* .

Comparing the characters of the dependences in Fig. 2a indicates that the m
nisms responsible forg, I c , andI J are different. The initial sections of the IVCs and th
corresponding parameters,g and I c , are evidently determined by the character of t
depinning of the vortex system and demonstrate a strong temperature variation neT* ,
satisfactorily approximated by a dependence of the formg,I c}(T* 2T)d with exponent
d.0.560.07. At the same time, neitherI J nor the system of resistive branches chang
much at a transition of the vortex system into a liquid state, which~in the IJE model2!
attests to a nonvanishing phase correlation between neighboring planes in the c
This result can thereby be taken as experimental confirmation of the model of Re
where it is shown that a nonvanishing Josephson current can exist under the condit
breakdown of macroscopic phase coherence in a system of Josephson junctions.
model the single-valued part of the characteristic is due to phase-slip, while the res
branches are due to quasiparticle tunneling complicated by flux trapping by a long
tion, which are probably responsible for the fine structure of an individual branch.
great simplification of the picture observed in increasing fields~temperatures! is evidence
of the latter.

As one can see from Fig. 2b, in weak fields~550–1400 Oe! a qualitative similarity
is observed in the character of the temperature dependence of the characteristic
I J . The finiteness of the experimental temperature range leaves a freedom in the
between an approximation by the simplest dependence}(T02T) with T0.1002110 K,
shown by the dot-and-dash line in Fig. 2a, and a more complicated dependenc
example,I J;(Tc2T)1/2, which likewise satisfactorily describes the results of these m
surements, as one can see from Fig. 2b. As the field increases, the character
temperature dependenceI J(T) changes substantially, as follows from the results
H53.3 kOe presented in Fig. 2b and from the quantitative agreement between the
dependencesI J(H) measured at different temperatures and the dependences presen
Fig. 3. This could be due to the characteristics features of theH2T diagram of the vortex
structure in BSCCO, which contains a set of phases differing in the character o
disorder. Then it is natural to ascribe the temperature-dependent characteristics
vortex crystal, and the sharp weakening of the dependence to a transition to an
tangled solid’’ region~entangled vortex phase A/B!.1

A strong magnetic field dependence of the characteristic currentI J was found. As is
evident from the inset in Fig. 3, it can be fit by a power lawI J}H2a, a.0.6, in a field
range with an upper limit, outside of which strong deviations, possibly indicatin
transition to a stronger law, are observed. In discussing this result, it is necessary t
account of the fact that the characteristic dimensions of the crystal satisfyd@lc , where
lc'7000 Å is thec component of the London penetration depth. The perpendic
field, which suppresses the Josephson coupling between the layers, increaseslc by de-
stroying the ordering of the point-like vortices in neighboring planes, so that for s
ciently strong fieldslc can be expected to equal the dimensions of the sample, a
transition into a regime with a uniform current distribution should occur. Assuming
I J characterizes a transition of the system of Josephson junctions into a quasip
tunneling regime, the data in Fig. 3 can be explained in the model mentioned,10 which
predicts a similar dependence with exponentsa, equal to 1 and 1/2 for the case
d<lc andd@lc , respectively. As one can see from the inset in Fig. 3, these laws ca
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fit to the experimental data. Additional evidence in support of this scenario is lent b
fact that the estimates of the characteristic field (lc5d) for the investigated crystal
30–40 kOe,10 are in saatisfactory agreement with the valueH.15220 kOe at which the
character of the dependence in the inset in Fig. 3 is observed to change.10

In summary, in the present work the dynamic characteristics of a vortex ense
was studied under conditions of suppression of the Josephson coupling between la
a BSCCO crystal by an external fieldH'(ab). The likely mechanisms responsible fo
different sections of the transverse IVCs were determined, and direct experimenta
dence was obtained which shows that the effective interlayer Josephson interac
conserved at the transition of the vortex system into the liquid phase.

This work was performed as part of projects supported by EPSRC, the Russian
for Fundamental Research, and the Council on superconductivity. I am especially gr
to A. Koshelev, L. Bulaevski�, and D. Geshkenbe�n for helpful discussions.
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1!A discussion of the evolution of the resistive branches falls outside the scope of the present letter, b

pertinent to point out that as the voltage increases, an additional splitting into subbranches is observe
splitting is clearly seen in the second branch in Fig. 1. The characteristic remains reversible with respe
change in the sign of the current scan within a branch and exhibits hysteresis on switching between
boring subbranches.

2!The critical transport currentI c was determined in two ways: as the current leading to an increase by 5–1
of the steady voltage drop between the contacts, and by a power-law extrapolation of the initial section
IVC for U,1 mV.
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FIG. 3. Field dependence of the ‘‘Josephson’’ currentI J . The data are presented for 21 and 36 K — filled and
open symbols, respectively. Inset: Same data replotted on a log–log scale and fits of the theoretical depe
I J}H2a, are presented for two values ofa: 0.6 and 1.1. Solid line — approximation of the dependen
I c(H)}H23.
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